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Microlights

Morning Glory
by Ken Jelleff

T

he 2008 trip had been rewarded with a solitary
weak system resulting in a 30-minute engine
off soaring flight on our first morning, at the
front of a marginal roll cloud, but nevertheless enough
to have us want to return for more. There was always
rthe possibility that we would again encounter the
large powerful cycles we did 10 years ago which arrived
with monotonous regularity, generating humungous lift
from a rotating monster anything up to 7,000ft AGL and
moving across the outback at speeds of around 60km/h.
The route from Traralgon to Bourke on our first day
was a mammoth task, requiring 14 hours at the wheel,
shared with Pauline, who had also brought along a good
supply of talking books for the journey. The second day
was a 12-hour pull to Winton, arriving at Burketown
around 3:30pm on the third day after a mere 9.5 hour
drive. The Dalby/Newcastle crew – Don (Doggy) Cramer
with Heidi and Hugh, Billo with Brod – had been dug in at
the palatial Burketown Caravan Park for nearly a week
and reported they had already been fortunate enough to
have soared a couple of glory clouds three and four days
earlier. Wayne and Julie, also from Newcastle, arrived
with trike on board, making for a toal of four Airborne
trikes and one lonely hang glider pilot (Brod) keen for
the aerotows to begin.
Geoff Pratt, the undisputed doyen of Morning Glory
flights, had also been in camp for a week or so with his
motor glider parked at the airport. Geoff’s assessment
of the weather conditions over the next week or so lead
us to be optimistic about the prospect of encountering
more roll clouds in the ensuing days.

As we dipped our wing from side to side following
the river, we tried to picture men leading horses and
slashing their way though mosquito ridden mangroves.
What would those folk have thought had they been told
that 151 years later, their descendents would be flying
little machines over the very same harsh country for fun
without a second thought?
At 8am, after an exhilarating two hours of flying
over the coast, rivers and savannah, we join circuit and
land, tie down and cover up the trike for the day before
the first whisper of what will be the strong daily sea
breeze arrives.

Burketown tie-down

Burketown, Day One

2011

The pilots at Burketown
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and three years since our last trip to Burketown
in pursuit of the elusive Morning Glory roll cloud.
It was with no expectations
at all that we set off from
Traralgon for the 3,155km road
journey north, for the seventh
time in the past 10 years, with
our trusty XT912 S3 sitting in
the back of the ute with the
plush Jayco expander trailing
behind…

Our rig
February | March 2012

Out to the airport at 5am to be set-up by first light at
6am (or close to it). There’s massive dew on the ground
and the wing covers are saturated. Air temperature is
23ºC (cool for Burketown) and not a breath of breeze.
First glimmers of light reveal nothing on the horizon,
so we take off in the direction of the coast for a scenic
flight across the salt flats which lead all the way to
the Carpentaria coast. The huge inversion results in an
increase of air temperature from 22 to 33ºC at 200ft
AGL. As we gain height, approaching the coast 20km
away, it becomes apparent that there will be no Morning
Glory on our first morning, despite the strong indicators.
Arriving at the coast, we turn westward toward
the Nicholson River and descend lower in order to get a
bird’s eye view of some of the huge reptiles basking on
the river sandbanks awaiting their prey (hopefully not in
the form of people delivered to them by a malfunctioning
Rotax). Cutting back east to the Albert River, we flew
effortlessly at 500ft, enjoying the cool glassy morning
air and the spectacle of the broad waters beneath us.
We discussed the unimaginable difficulties the early
explorers experienced whilst attempting to tame this
wild landscape into a habitable grazing land.
In 1861, the vessel ‘Firefly’ was the first boat to
enter any river at the southern shores of the Gulf, and
after navigating through the bar at the mouth and
slowly progressing upstream a few miles, it landed at
the south bank of the Albert River, where a camp was
established and from where an expedition was launched
to try and find Burke and Wills, whom they supposed
were still wandering around the area of the Gulf country.
February | March 2012

Constance range

Tidal creeks overflowing onto Burketown saltflats
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Back at the caravan park, after second breakfast,
pilots with big mugs of tea discuss what might have been
and what will undoubtedly occur the following morning.
The science of accurate Morning Glory prediction has
progressed very little since 1989 when Russell White
and Rob Thompson were the first pilots to soar the
phenomenon in their motor glider. Good theories as to
the origin of the energies which cause it to happen have
been developed, however, even when all criterias are
optimal, the best pilot to know it’s coming is the one
standing at the airport in the dark at 5:30am gazing
north-east.

Interesting Conditions

First light reveals a thick fog 500ft above the airfield,
confirmed by Billo who climbs toward it and finds it
impenetrable before returning to the surface. After
another 30 minutes it has dissipated enough to take
off and at this point I experienced what we determined
later to be carby icing (normally unheard of on a carbyheated 912). After warm up, with Pauline onboard,
we accelerate down 21, lifting off at max revs, after
which several coughs and splutters see us land safely
back on the runway. Checking fuel bowls, filters and
plug leads reveals nothing unusual. After one more
try, with the same result, I abandon my passenger,
wait for further engine heat to build and take off solo
with no malfunction at all this time. We then enjoy
a one-hour flight to the coast and back, listening
intently for any unusual engine behaviour. There
is none. Speaking with some experienced motor
glider pilots also powered by 912’s later in the
day reveals that they too were experiencing some
previously unheard of misses and coughs from their
own power plant. We put it down to the extreme
humidity at ground level, combined with the huge
inversional temperature fluctuations so close to the
ground, which were occurring at our very tropical
location. Definitely something to consider when
flying around these remote areas, where a forced
landing in the outback could have consequences.

Parting Ways

After four more days of Glory-less mornings,
despite all the positive indicators, and with a
trough approaching from the west, our friends
decide to call it a day and begin the long journey
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back to Dalby and Newcastle, content to have at least
flown a couple shortly after their arrival two weeks
earlier.
Billo makes the prudent decision to fly to Karumba
where he leaves his trike and hitches a flight back
to Burketown with one of the motor gliders, in order
to save his aircraft from bumping along the very
corrugated track to Normanton en-route to Carins and
Townsville where his son lives. As we later found out,
this was astute judgement. When we finally departed
in the same direction, the ruts slowed us down to five
km/h for stretches of an hour at a time, with the Jayco
squeaking pitifully along behind. Fortunately, the trike
in the back of the ute is protected nicely thanks to the
forgiving nature of the one tonne Ford ute suspension.
Pauline and I are determined to dig in for a while
yet. Over the next few days, with the weather under
the influence of a slow moving trough, conditions aren’t
looking favourable.
The following morning, again with no cloud activity,
we track south for 90nm across patches of unfriendly
looking savannah, to the Oasis Resort of Adels Grove,
located on the banks of the pristine Lawn Hill Creek.
The property now known as Adels Grove was
originally gazetted in 1904 as a Miners Homestead
Lease. In 1920, Albert de Lestang took up the property
as an experimental botanical garden (hence the name
‘Adel’ arose from Albert’s initials). The majority of the
country surrounding Adel’s Grove is semi-arid savannah
during the dry, but blooms to form a completely
different landscape during the wet season. It then
forms a magnificent backdrop to the Grove and contains
the famous Lawn Hill National Park and the Constance
Range, a limestone capped sandstone escarpment which
forms the eastern extremity of the Barkly Tablelands.
After touching down on the resort airstrip and tying
the trike down, a 150m stroll takes us into the lovely
resort complex where we immediately order the full
pilot breakfast, incorporating cereal, bacon and eggs
with mushrooms and tomato, toast and cappuccino to
wash it all down. As we enjoy the owner’s hospitality, a
slight pang of guilt overcomes us briefly at the comforts
of this remote location, so hostile to settlers only 50
or so years previously. After breakfast, we swim in the
crystal clear tepid waters of the Lawn Hill Creek, fed all
year round by huge subterranean reservoirs which have
existed for thousands of years, the result of seepage
February | March 2012
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of regular wet season rains through the limestone
crust. The hospitality at Adels was so good, and the
dinner menu on display for the forthcoming evening so
delectable, we decide to stay the night. Settling down
for the night in a tent erected on a deck overlooking the
creek, its murmuring soon lulls us to sleep – we feel we
have indeed discovered Savannah Paradise.
Returning to Burketown early the next morning
into a very stiff headwind, our flight time was blown
out from 90 minutes to three hours. Unfortunately my
bladder has a 120-minute endurance, necessitating
a pit stop landing, executed onto what proved to be
a much rougher surface than it appeared at 500ft
and causing Pauline to temporarily loose her sense of
humour. However, I manage to pick out a smoothish
100m line into the stiff breeze which gets us back up
with minimal bouncing, just before a hostile herd of
Brahmans emerge from the scrub to check who or what
is trespassing on their grazing patch.

Wednesday, 5 October

Another morning similar to most others, with pilots
bustling around in the dark at Burketown airport,
Fuelling up, checking instruments and waiting for the
first glimmer of light in the north-east. At 6:05am we
February | March
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are airborne, a solitary microlight in the company of four
motor gliders, all heading in the same direction with
the same purpose. With an initial shock we receive the
transmission from the Pipistrel Sinus, already at 5,000ft
with a clear view to the coast, that there is a well-formed
Morning Glory 10 miles offshore.
This type of early report is usually received with
some trepidation, as it is not uncommon for a roll cloud
to lose its energy and stall motionless before it actually
crosses the coastline. Until it is established that the
cloud has motion, we try not to get too excited. Five
minutes later, confirmation arrives via the radio that the
cloud is indeed in motion and producing a nice enough
lift band for the motor gliders to power off. Time to
get excited!
As we approach our first Morning Glory of the 2011
season, we are stunned into silence at the awesome
spectacle growing larger in front of us. An unbroken
line of smooth white floating pipe cleaner extends from
horizon to horizon as far as the eye can see. The base is
approximately 1000ft AGL with the top soaring above
at around 5,000ft. Arriving at the leading edge, we turn
away to the west, parallel, and begin powering down to
check the lift strength, to see whether this tube will
sustain the Streak 3 XT912, two up. As we come back
SKYSAILOR
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to idle, the VSI shows that we are in fact maintaining
4,000ft at idle, so I shut off the 912 and immediately
become aware of the silence, other than the sound of air
racing past us, as we join one of nature’s miracles.
Up closer, the Glory is not quite as smooth as it
appeared from a distance. There are hollows here and
there, and as we watch knobs begin to pertrude from
sections, giving the texture a solid perspective. As
we surf unpowered along the leading edge, we arrive
at a thinner section, and as we pass, our VSI shows
us sinking at 100ft per minute. Despite its excellent
form, this cloud does not contain quite the degree of
energy necessary to sustain our soaring flight. The
form ahead appears narrower and less dynamic than
it had been over the last 10 miles, so I re-start the
engine to regain some height and turn 180º heading
back east the way we came. Again, the VSI shows an
increase in climb rate and I shut down, delighted to
discover we are again sustaining unpowered flight.
We are overtaken by a Dimona, followed closely by the
Super Ximango, both motor gliders having a ball cruising
back and forth at around 100kt and not bothered by
fluctuating lift due to their 40:1 glide ratios. The sun
now breaks over the top of the cloud causing shafts of
silver light to burst back and forth across the trailing
edge creating the impression that we are on an alien
world witnessing some kind of titanic celestial event.
We are fortunate to continue our cloud surfing for an
hour, switching between powered and unpowered until
the energy diminishes with the rising sun and we watch
whole sections of the cloud vapourise before our eyes.

Seeking Bumhood
People laugh that disbelieving laugh when I tell them, “I want to be a bum again” – ‘Yeah, right,
uh-huh’ is what I see in their eyes. They can’t imagine I’d really mean it, but then, they haven’t
lived that life, have they? They can’t believe how good a roast potato or a freshly caught sweetlip
tastes when you’re living in a lean-to on an island with nothing to do all day except surf, fish and
play music. Or waiting around until the onshore blows in and spending all afternoon floating
around with the frigate birds in the big bowl on the south side of the point. The straights just
can’t understand, because they’ve never been there…
by Maynard G. Krebs
Satisfied, we return to the airstrip. Conditions, according
to the synoptic chart, remain favourable for the next
few days, so it’s quite possible more Glories may occur,
hopefully larger, more powerful tubes which will permit
extended free flight. But our ponderings prove to be
folly, as we witness the early onset to the build up of
the tropical wet season with thunderstorms brewing
only 30 miles away to the north-east, something I had
never witnessed at this time of year during our seven
previous visits.

Our time had nearly run out anyway, and as we begin
to pack the trike away for the long journey home, there
are no complaints. To encounter a solitary Morning Glory
cloud, be it marginal as this morning’s, is definitely
the icing on the cake of a trip to Burketown. On some
previous trips our cake had no icing at all, but there
was never any suggestion that we would not return.
The flying around the Burketown area is unlike anything
we have experienced anywhere in our numerous flying
travels throughout Australia and we are already excited
about the return trip in September 2013.
Hope to see you there!

I

fell in love with surfing at the age of nine. The
year was 1962 so I’m getting really, really nostalgic
here. My older brother, Matthew, owned a classic
nine-foot Ferris balsa Malibu with a half-moon fin and
Warringah Shire Council permit stickers plastered all
over its bottom. We were on a summer camping holiday
at North Haven on the mid-north coast of NSW and he
pushed me onto a straighthander foamy. That moment,
50 years ago next month, changed the course of my life!
In the ensuing years the sport took me right around the
country and the world.
I’m an orphan now, but when he was alive, my Dad
habitually reminded me that surfing ruined my life - and
he just may have been right, it definitely left a legacy
of self-indulgence and outrageous self-centeredness –
but… so many perfect waves.

Photo: S. Gneist
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I was just a 16-year old kid when I caught a Ti Tree Bay
barrel that was so deep and so long and so intense that
I came out with my knees banging together like a pair of
castanets at the sheer exhilaration and beauty of it all.
A genuine, unforgettable (and yes, another milestone)
moment. Whoo!
Waddy Point was as good and long as it gets (fully
half mile rides) during the epic cyclone season of ’73. That
was the year we supplemented bumhood with a generous
stash of black Afghani and a few tabs of acid for those
‘special occasions’. It was also the year Ozzie almost lost a
leg when a bronzie lined him up in the racetrack.
Camping out at Bendalong with Benny the Ball, Goose
and Skiddy; counting the shooting stars and knowing
that the island would be doing its mystical spinning
thing at dawn next morning.
The desert chill of pre-dawn cactus, watching from
the top of the cliff as thick, regimental Southern Ocean
swells unloaded down the fall line of the limestone reef.
Living right on the point at Cape Edenhope, and when
I wasn’t surfing I was playing in the band. We were a
folk-rock outfit and called ourselves ‘The Lizard Dusters’.
We very nearly almost completely half-filled the Masonic
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Hall every Friday night. Ho ho!
Then in 1974, along came flying. The two lifestyles
dovetailed perfectly. Offshore in the morning – get
barrelled. Onshore in the arvo – get high. Neat! But
all that coastal airtime got a bit tame after a while.
A new era of bumhood began, as a small group of likeminded mates moved inland to take up the challenge
of understanding how thermal air behaves and how to
soar it. I still tingle when I remember the feeling of that
first 100 miler, landing by the bowling club at Pyramid
Hill with arms that felt like worn out rubber bands – a
moment of pure ecstasy knowing that on that day at
least, I had finally achieved an important personal goal
and had truly been in tune with nature.
But being a bum is hard. Women, work, money, kids…
they got me in the end. They shot me down like a dog!
I was manacled to Mona for way too long and the crises
got worse, not better, with the passing years. Ho hum.
Search and Destroy very successfully kept the family
finances on the constant verge of bankruptcy. Search
was (and still is) a pretty good kid, but Destroy could be
a surly, aggressive little bugger. In truth, the whole deal
was an overwhelming responsibility at times.
It’s definitely almost nearly time to become a bum
again. Screw the protestant work ethic! Stuff parental
responsibility! Bugger those feelings of guilt that our
culture instills in us when our noses stray from the
grindstone. Soon I may be going back to live in a simple
shelter chucked together with pandanus palm and rusty
sheets of discarded iron. I don’t reckon there’s a nicer
sound on earth than gentle rain on an old tin roof. I
seek a place where I can watch the tropical birds soar
majestically over a coconut palm-fringed bay of pure
aquamarine. A place where I can fish for my daily feed,
surf and fly at my leisure – and possibly, just possibly,
write the novel that I think I might have locked away
inside my skull. Or perhaps I’ll simply lie back in my
hammock and enjoy the moment?
Sounds top, doesn’t it? So why do I keep hearing that
old Supertramp song going round and around and around
in my head: “Dreamer, you know you are a Dreamer…”?

SKYSAILOR
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For example if I’m in the local area trying to get up, my actual radio call would
look like this:
“Tony.”
“Launch. South. 3000”.
“Climbing. 400.”
Or if I’m at base looking to leave (not that it happens to me very often) it might
be this:
“Tony.”
“Launch. East. Base.”
“On task. West.”
So in summary, to make it work, apply the following to each of the three
respective lines:
Name only. As in one word only. If you wanted to get really speccy in a comp
you could have team call signs so you know which team the call is coming from, for
example “Team Ugly 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.” What else do you really need? Nothing!
State a widely known or pre-agreed reference point and describe you position
in relation to it. Single words suffice as you are using a logical string of directions
by stating the known reference first, then your position relative to it. Reference,
direction, height is the order of things here.
This line is where the benefit really lies. A simple statement can let others know
where the lift is (or isn’t!) or where to look for you if you are heading off.

Radio Telephony for
Hang Gliders and Paragliders

When to say it

In a previous life I spent a fair bit of time using radios to talk to
military aircraft. I can’t tell you the specifics of those missions,
lest you would have to shred yourself over a compromise in
national security. However, in my years as an on-again/offagain hang glider pilot I’ve often considered how we might be
able to apply some of the things I learnt as a fighter controller
Flying over Monte Cucco ridge, Italy
Photo: Neil Petersen

in our little microcosm of the greater aviation universe. Having
said that, let me state up front that none of the information
provided here is actually any risk to, or breach of national
security. Most of it is just a communication methodology based
on common sense.

by Anthony Gates

M

y thoughts are that the following suggestions
could be of particular value during competition,
where clear concise updates that communicate
things like location, direction, conditions and intentions
are most valuable to team members and ground crews.
But I also see advantages for use during busy flying
weekends at crowded sites where limited radio channels
are in use for whatever reason. For example, at my home
sites around Canungra, it is not uncommon for the single
channel used by most pilots for general communication
between themselves and other pilots in the air, as well
as ground/pick-up crews, to get a bit busy.
Even when things aren’t busy my feeling is that by
using the following principles, more ‘free air’ time will
be available for when it is needed. For example, should
there be a real issue associated with actual flying (e.g.
launch or landing option closed due to sudden change
in weather) or an emergency, free air time on the radio
means that the necessary messages can be transmitted
and received quickly and clearly.
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I’ve come up with the following guidelines. My suggestion is that local clubs consider adopting them as
part of a local operational standard. Of course there is
no way of mandating what clubs do or don’t do on this
subject. And being the counter cultural free spirited
sports aviation freak that I am, I’m not advocating
mandating anything anyway. However, if clubs were
supportive of these principles and wanted to adopt them
as some sort of standard they could disseminate via club
news letters and websites.
Use by teams in competition is another issue that
would be up to each team, so all I’ll say there is you may
want to consider as you see fit.
Anyway enough about what to do with them and
onto the main subject.
The overarching principles are:

Brevity

➲➲ Rule number 1: Don’t talk! But if you must talk,
say as much as possible as briefly as possible. Too
much mindless chatter just clogs up talk time and
confuses most of the people listening to it.

Conciseness

➲➲ Use a standard pattern that communicates exactly
what is needed and no more. Everyone will become
familiar with the simple format soon enough.

Routine

➲➲ Make the format, duration and frequency of the
calls repeatable and thereby encourage familiarity
with them.
In practical terms these three guidelines are easily
implemented by considering just two things – what to
say and when to say it.

What to say

What do you actually need to tell other pilots or your
fellow team members? I believe it comes down to
the following three lines, hereafter referred to as a
‘Status Call’:
➲➲ Identification – who you are
➲➲ Location – where you are
➲➲ Direction/intention – what you are doing
or what you are going to do
February | March 2012

Again, see rule number 1 – Don’t talk!!
But if there is something that will help you and others stay up or contribute
to everyone’s mental picture of the overall conditions, broadcast it. But remember,
less talking, more flying, should be the rule of thumb. If you’re blathering on
about something other than what is immediately relevant to this point in time,
you’ll have nothing to blather on about in the bar later. So leave the airwaves clear
wherever possible.
The right times to speak are your first status call a few minutes after launch,
and only when something significant changes thereafter. That really is all that is
necessary IF the ‘What to say’ part of the equation is followed. The reason being
that the brain power saved by not having to digest unnecessarily long sentences
can be used to quickly establish a mental picture of who is where and what they
are doing.
Better understanding = less confusion = better decisions = better flying.

The second scenario is more applicable to comps and team flying. Each team
member should give a status call in sequence immediately after the first call is made.
That way everyone in the team knows what everyone else is doing. Moreover, you now
have three or four perspectives on what is happening in three or four locations rather
than just in the local area under the sail of your one lonely little glider.
More validated info = better decisions = better flying.

Want to take it a little further?

How about having your team driver or site safety officer watch all the members over
launch and give intermittent site status calls with performance stats for various
locations. For example:
“Launch. South. 10 gliders. High. Climbing.
Launch east. Two gliders. Medium. Sinking.
Launch north. Wedgy. Low. Climbing.”
In my mind that would have to help everyone stay up. But once again all that
is wasted if the airwaves are not clear for it to be easily heard.
Of course all of this only works if everyone is playing the game. Being the rowdy
non-conformist rabble that we are it may be difficult to get that happening, but
I believe that if a few lead by example then others will join in soon enough.
Imagine showing up to someone else’s club site. You launch in unfamiliar
conditions in an unfamiliar location and feel like you might struggle to work out
the local triggers. But because the locals are using the Brevity Radio Telephony and
Status Call methods you are familiar with you have an ongoing, unimpeded, easily
digested commentary of what is happening in the local area at and around the site.
That has to make for better decisions and analysis by each pilot, and thereby
result in more time in the air. And that’s what we are all chasing after all.
February | March 2012
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Hoofing it

Mitchell, I find me and my Ellus 3 high above
Coledale pushing forward behind the only
other glider on this side – a topless hang
glider with tail. I follow along the escarpment
to Sublime lookout where I see a railway
station which I decide is close to the nearest
beach, so fly a bit further then return to
fly across and over the station noting how
to walk there from the beach. It turns out
to be Sandon Point beach and the station
is Thirroul. Asking a local where I am is met
with laughter until I explain how I got there!
Twenty minutes after landing I'm on the
platform and three minutes later on the train.
How cool is that? Unfortunately, I find myself
standing on a crowded train for an hour or so,
but I'm not really bothered by it as I chat with
a lady who has just been to see Mary Poppins
–I really want her to ask me what I've been
doing, but she doesn't. At 7pm I arrive home
tired, hungry, but very happy. What a day!

Back in the early 70s I joined Tassa (The Australian Self
Soaring Association) and started with a few glides off the
Kurnell sand dunes on one of the club's Rogallos, never
imagining that nearly 40 years later I would be flying a glider
in a backpack.
by Greg Holbut aka Baldy

Next stop: Manilla

G

etting into hang gliding in 1982 was a
revelation: they were relatively cheap, and
with cars and petrol also being cheap, my
long association with the delta wonders began. As
time passed, I became interested in paragliders and
this year finally handed in my hang gliding license and
gave my hang glider and harness away as I moved into a
paraglider permanently.
Living at Long Jetty on the Central Coast of NSW
there are several sites close to home, but I want to
particularly tell of those that highlight the convenience
factor of a paraglider.

well, I want them to ask me questions on the return
journey! Settling in and watching the cheerless faces of
commuters I read my local paper to fill in time.
At 8am I arrive at Stanwell Park station and begin
the gruelling walk to the top. Sure enough it's raining,
so I go and help Charlie tie down the safety officers tent
and watch the wind and clouds, chatting all the while as
more pilots arrive.

While having gone to Manilla by bus and train more
recently, the following is a little more interesting. In
February I caught the local bus which goes around the
world to Wyong station, then boarded the Explorer to
Tamworth – a great journey with interesting scenery.
Usually I order a vegetarian special for lunch and this trip
is no different, but I splurge on a glass of white wine to
wash it down with – how nice.
On arrival at Godfrey’s air-park I settled in and the
next morning jumped in the Basher as soon as it arrives.
Second off launch I fly a few kilometres past Manilla, but
return to fly for an hour or so over town practicing my
left hand turns which I found wanting. Landing in town
for a late lunch and a few beers is a delightful way to
spend an afternoon!
he next morning, ABC radio was set up to interview
the pilots and although reluctant at first I end up

Suddenly its on and I'm quickly in the air and since
it seems to be good, I immediately head north and
find lots of bubbles to entertain me, crossing Burning
Palms I go a short distance further and decide that it's
getting thermic enough to get to Mt Mitchell with a
direct crossing.
On the way back I play about for a while and arriving
back over launch I wait till I find a thermal in front
of launch and once at 1600ft, I head off making the
crossing easily, then blundering into some good lift on

enjoying myself and to my surprise the radio
interviews are filmed, as is my launch, so
every now and then I peek at the ABC radio
site to see if I'm still there – kinda famous for
a short while. The next day I flew to Manilla
again and tried to get back, but landed 1.4km
short. On the third day I find base late and do
a short out and return – the only hassle was
finding lift everywhere and having to go as far
as Tarpoly to find some sink before I landed at
the farm. Godfrey kindly arranged for a lift to
town so I could go to the club for a meal – you just can't
beat their Singapore noodles, perfect with an icy cold
schooner to wash it down.
So these are just two of my many public transport
adventures but they are stand outs, if you have a paraglider and the will it's so worth the effort!
See you on the hill… or at the station.

First stop: Stanwell Park

10 SKYSAILOR

Photos: Greg Holbut

My most recent trip at the time of writing was to
Stanwell Park on 16 December 2011. Getting up at 4am
reminded me of the 26 years I commuted to Sydney, but
this is an adventure so it's with a sense of excitement
I board the 4:45am bus to Gosford. The train passes
by Brisbane Waters and the Hawksbury river, affording
some great views, and this time I saw some fish jumping
at Woy Woy – a great way to start the day. Carrying
the glider over to platform 12 at Redfern I drew a few
stares, I've learned to wear my SOL paragliding shirt
which practically shouts “I'm not a backpacker, this
is a Paraglider,” so no one stops me to ask, “What
is it? Where are you going?” – of course if it all goes
February | March 2012
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Photos: Scott Tucker

2011

Canungra Hotel
Canungra Classic
Day 1 at launch

Woodenbong goal

Day 3 set-up

This presented pilots with a challenge: find some lift
quick or have a very short flight. Numerous pilots were
dealt the second option and there were many reflights.
For those who could get away, the task was to the
Lions Road intersection, west to Maroon and finally to
make goal, pilots would have to battle a headwind to the
Boonah airfield. With cu-filled skies and sufficient lift
there was some good cross-country racing ahead for the
19 pilots who escaped the Flying Fox Valley to make goal.
My teammate, Nick, rose to the challenge today
coming third, with Curt Warren second and Rohan
Holtkamp taking first. Two of my team enjoyed a wellearned goal beer today with Regan also making goal.

Pilots were set a simple 88km task out and return,
launching from Tamborine, or so it seemed. Westerly
morning winds aided the field with the majority of pilots
having a successful start and half making the turnpoint,
Lions Road intersection. However, the return leg was
more challenging and culled the field. The increasing
north-easterly breeze proved too tough for many and
only 10 pilots made goal, the model field at Tamborine.
Jonny Jnr increased his overall lead by winning
the day convincingly, eight minutes ahead of Steve
Blenkinsop in second and Dave May third. John Smith,
the last man to make goal, scraped into goal radius by
two metres.
The day had many competitors landing out, with a
few pilots just landing a few kilometres short of goal.
Also an angry eagle caused some damaged wings near
the turnpoint. And what about Jon Snr you ask? He
landed short on the return leg, 23km short.

Day 5

Day 4

After three tasks Jonny Jnr was leading, however, Jon
Snr brought to his attention that he was only 23 points
behind. Big mistake Jon, big, huge!

Would we be lucky enough to have another day of flyable
weather? Unfortunately not, strong winds, low cloud and
showers meant the day was cancelled.
Traditionally Red Faces is on this night, however,
it was postponed until Thursday. What would we do
with no flying or other events? Luckily the competition
organisers arranged a safety meeting. Always keen to
learn something new I attended and I admit I came away
with a new appreciation of safety. Undoubtedly the best
safety meeting I have attended.

Day 6

After a no-fly day everyone was eager to get in the air.
Unfortunately Beechmont was blown out and the day
was cancelled. Plan B: Red Faces rehearsal!
The always interesting Red Faces night did not
disappoint. Acts ranged from puppets and crash test

Beechmont ridge, Gold Coast hinterland earlier this
year – an aerial view of one of the main launch sites

Many stories will be told about The 21st Canungra Classic 2011,
but this one has a twist. As always it provides a week of early
season cross-country flying for many of the 63 pilots involved,
however, I was not one of the 63 pilots. No, I was a driver this
year. With my feet firmly on the ground I was determined to
support my team – Trevor Purcell, Regan Kowald and Nick
Purcell – from 22 to 29 October 2011.
by Scott Tucker and Catherine Tucker

F

or competitors, the Classic had received
AAA status this year and was important for
those wanting to place well on the National
ladder. Who would place in the top 10? More importantly,
who would win the infamous Red Faces night?
Let the fun and competition begin!

Day 1

With a north-east breeze on Beechmont launch and
despite some dark clouds looming, a 92km task was set.
The first leg proved to thin the field, fly north-west to
Josephville, just south of Beaudesert, then south down
past Rathdowney to Palen Creek. However, the headwind
on the final leg to Laravale would really test the pilots.

12 SKYSAILOR

Amid soarable conditions and patchy rain, the start
gate opened with some finding it hard to gain enough
height and spending over 90 minutes trying to get away.
Despite over 20 pilots making it past the second turnpoint, the headwind leg culled the field. Only nine made
goal, led by Jonny Durand Jnr winning the day, Dave May
second and Jon Durand Snr third.

Day 2

Beechmont launch provided pilots with even better
conditions with blue skies and the same north-east
breeze. During the pilots briefing for the 109km task,
the free flyers couldn’t wait, taking flight and going over
the back at 9:30am.

Even though some pilots struggled to get height
after the start gate opened, there was sufficient lift to
stay up. Soon the ridge became very crowded as pilots
waited to take the start gate.
Patience was tested as some were in the air for two
hours before taking the start gate and heading northwest to turnpoint one at the Bromilton railway crossing.
Though some pilots didn’t get away, 28 reveled in the
good conditions making goal. After the first leg, gaggles
of pilots flew south to Lions Road, an intersection near
the NSW/QLD border, followed by a short leg upwind to
Rathdowney and the final leg heading south again into
NSW to goal at Woodenbong.
The spectacular scenery of the last leg was enjoyed
close up by a few pilots. Fortunately, they managed
to push away from the treetops and make goal, Curt
Warren winning the day with Wolfgang Siess second and
Jonny Durand Jnr third. With two of my pilots making
goal, Nick and Trev, I also got to enjoy the scenery from
the lower altitude.

Day 3

Mother nature provided pilots with more challenging
conditions, making initial set-up and launch more difficult. Mt Tamborine was originally chosen as launch,
however, the site was moved to Flying Fox with concerns
the wind was too cross to safely launch the entire field.
Due to the site change the first start gate wasn’t
until 12:45pm. As Flying Fox is a lower altitude launch.
February | March 2012
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dummies to the Haka, but of course, there can only be one
winner. Our interpretation of the touching love song ‘Prison
Bitch’ took out the event. Tough guys, romance, tats, wigs
and cross dressing – what more could you want?

2011

Canungra Hotel
Canungra Classic

Day 7

Despite a very low cloudbase, the field set up at
Beechmont and a task was set. However, after the first
competitors launched it was evident base was too low
for a safe task. Launch was closed and the day cancelled.
Pilots were getting frustrated after three days
without a task. Will Saturday be flyable? Will there be
one more task for 2011 or is this it?

Day 8

Skies are overcast, winds are light westerly and some
competitors voice their doubts of a task. Though it was
shaded around Tamborine launch, wind techs showed
the air was buoyant. A short task was set, but it was
sure to be exceedingly challenging in the conditions.
As launch approached, some brightness pushed
through the clouds and sunshine emerged as alternative
launch began. Pilots were finding light lift and slowly
climbing as main launch started.
The task suddenly looked possible with pilots on
their way to the first turnpoint, Hillview West, after the
first start gate. Pilots had to be careful, as cloudbase
was only 3,500 to 4,000ft. They had very little height
to play with and were low soon after each glide as they
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Final Results
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Jonny Durand Jnr
Steve Blenkinsop
Rohan Holtkamp
Dave May
Adam Stevens
Scott Barrett
Jon Durand Snr
Nick Purcell
Trent Brown
David Newton

Moyes Litespeed RS3.5
Moyes Litespeed RS3.5
Airborne Rev
Moyes Litespeed RS4
Airborne Rev 13.5
Airborne Rev
Moyes Litespeed RS4
Moyes Litespeed RS4
Moyes Litespeed RS3.5
Moyes Litespeed RS4

headed to the second turnpoint, Rathdowney, then a
headwind leg north to Laravale goal.
Waiting on ground at goal, radio reports indicated
the lead gaggle of pilots were approaching. Anxiously
waiting, we heard reports some of the top 10 pilots had
landed. The final day of flying was sure to shake up the
final positions.
Finally, gliders could be seen circling in the distance;
the last thermal before the final dash. Seven gliders
were gliding towards goal – the final sprint.
The top three, Jonas Lobitz first, Rohan Holtkamp
second and Jonny Jnr third, finished moments after each
other. Within a minute, the next four gliders crossed the
line with Nick coming in lucky seventh, this improved his
final position considerably. It was a photo finish for the
final day with only these seven making goal.
Unfortunately, an eagle had smashed into Nick’s
wing when he was low near turnpoint two, tearing the
tip up badly. Sticky back sail repair Stat!
In the end, the Classic had five valid rounds using
most of the club’s launch sites and with goal achieved
every day. Despite the challenging weather, it was a
successful competition.
Thanks to all the comp organisers, the sponsors,
landowners and drivers who helped make the Classic
possible. I enjoyed seeing the comp from a driver’s point
of view. However, despite the improvement in pay, I think
I’ll be back in the skies next year.
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Pilot Profile

you some of the welcomes I’ve had at new breaks have
been anything but friendly.

What do you hope to achieve in competition
flying this year?

I’m not really trying to achieve anything from competition, just the experience, the airtime and good
times. Time is all we have really.

What are your long-term goals for hang gliding?

I haven’t really set any goals for hang gliding, just that
I want to be doing it when I’m old. I look at some of the
older guys and think that’s what it’s all about. Just
keep living life and experiencing as long as you can.

Do you have any role models in the sport?

I’ve been doing a lot of reading about the origins of
hang gliding lately and some of the things Bill Moyes
did were amazing. Those early kites are far from the
safe modern designs of today.

What’s your favourite thing about hang gliding?

When I’m flying, life is so simple, you look down on
everything and it’s so small and everything else seems
trivial. You can be completely in the moment and at one
with nature.				

The 2011 Hinterlands Drifter Tour Report
by Curt Warren

T

he Hinterlands Drifter Tour mission was: ‘FLY,
TRAVEL, LEARN’. Well... mission accomplished!
Jonas Lobitz and I teamed up to always provide
one instructor on the ground and one in the air. We
started our hang gliding tour on the Gold Coast at
Mt Tamborine, stopped in Manilla for a big chunk of
heavy-hitting thermals and then rinsed off the dust
at Stanwell on the last evening of the tour.
Get this: Five of the six pilots who attended this
tour, were novice-rated pilots who learned to fly
with Warren Windsports in 2011! The crew had many
personal bests: getting higher, going over the back,
gliding further, and flying longer. We teamed up to
safely conquer some strong and technical conditions.
For instance, basebar launches (strong wind) on Mt
Borah, due to ripping thermal strengths, and flying
over the back to land at the airstrip in the lee-side.
Besides further progression into the sport of hang gliding, I’m proud that Jonas and I have given these hang glider
pilots more tools which translates into even more freedom.
By the time the tour happened, I was wondering two things: if I’d feel like running another tour after this one
(my first ever) and if my VW van would survive the eight pilots,
eight gliders and a small trailer. Well, yes and yes!
The 2011 Hinterlands Drifter Tour has become the first
annual event, with another flying tour coming in only 11
months! Bring it on!

Luke Preston
Biography of an inspired new hang glider pilot

O

nly signed off in April, this young hangie has
dived headlong into all sorts of flying: soaring
the dunes and the headlands of the Sydney
coast to thermalling in the Gold Cost hinterland. By
the end of January he will have already completed a
groundtowing course, aerotow course, XC clinic and his
first competition!
His attitude is inspiring and his passion contagious.

Where did you grow up?

I grew up in Brunswick Heads near Byron Bay and
moved to Sydney’s Curl Curl when I was nine.

Where are you based now?

I am based in Dee Why now. I live and work in Dee Why.

What do you do for you ‘day job’?
I am an acupuncturist by day.

When did you learn to fly?

I started my course in January and got signed off in
April 2011.

Flying hours?

Since I was signed off, I’ve got 70 hours of airtime.

What glider do you fly?
I fly a Moyes Malibu 188.
16 SKYSAILOR

Where did you learn to hang glide?

I learnt to fly at Stanwell with Curt Warren at Warren
Windsports

Why did you learn to hang glide?

Just because I’ve always wanted to fly, I was always
fascinated by eagles when I was young and nothing
has changed really. I had my first eagle attack at
Manilla last week; it was amazing, I feel so privileged
that it saw me as an equal, a threat and part of the
nature of the sky.

What would you say your strengths are when
it comes to flying?

I’m extremely passionate and motivated and throw
myself 100% into it. I’m willing to sacrifice all my spare
time to fly, I’m also very cruisy and understand it’s a
nature dependent sport, you can turn up ready to fly,
but if Mother Nature doesn’t want you to fly, then
that’s how it is. I am happy to just sit on the side of
the cliff and watch the birds, it still makes me smile.

What would you say your weaknesses are when
it comes to flying?

Sometimes I’m too excited and don’t take my time
to assess the full situation or I miss something my
instructor has said because my head is already in the
clouds. I’m getting a bit better now. I wouldn’t say the

by Kathryn O’Riordan
froth is getting any less, but I’ve learnt to control it
a little more and not rush off the cliff so fast.

Have you done any flying events this year?

Yes, I went on the Drifter Tour with Curt Warren a
couple of weeks ago. It was awesome. We had great
thermalling flights every day and a fun crew of guys
and generally just had an all round great time. We
had some awesome days of flying at Manilla and
Mt Tambourine which has got me hooked on crosscountry and wanting more. I’m also doing Gulgong next
week. Super excited.

What competitions are you registering for
this year?

I’m doing the Moyes XC Clinic at Forbes and then
heading down to Corryong for the comp. I will be
joining the Manilla comp in February next year too. I’m
planning to do a few comps next year.

What draws you to competition flying?

I just immerse myself in what I love. Just hanging out
in the bush with a bunch of like-minded people, flying
– what’s better than that? Plus, everyone is willing to
help you out and give you advice. I think it’s one of
the best things about hang gliding. When you turn up
somewhere new, everyone welcomes you and helps
you out. I’ve been a surfer my whole life and I can tell
February | March 2012
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Task 3

Impressions

Impressions

Photos: Courtesy Moyes and Curt Warren

“The weather wasn’t as nice to us as it has been for the past week or so.
Although there was a chance for over-development (which never came
about), they set a 121km dogleg practice task over to Cumnoc. There
was quite a lot of high cloudiness shading things early in the afternoon.
I’m hearing rumours very few made the first turnpoint (40km out from
the field). Great task call! Everyone apart from the goal crew and drivers
Competition blog
were very happy.”

1 Edoardo		
Giudiceandrea ITA WW T2C 154

606

2
3
4
5

604
581
564
551

Curt Warren AUS
Jonny Durand AUS
Primoz Gricar SLO
Rohan Holtkamp AUS

Moyes RS 4
Moyes RS 3.5
Aeros Combat 13.5 GT
Airborne Rev 13.5

1
2
3
4
5

Attila Bertok HUN
Jonny Durand AUS
Roberto Nichele SUI
Jonas Lobitz NZL
Primoz Gricar SLO

Moyes Litespeed S 5
Moyes RS 3.5
WillsWing T2C 144
Moyes RS 3.5
Aeros Combat 13.5 GT

1
2
3
4
5

Wolfgang Siess AUT Wills Wing T2C
Attila Bertok HUN
Moyes Litespeed S 5
Jon snr Durand AUS Moyes RS 4
Jean Souviron FRA Moyes RS 3.5
Francoise 		
Dieuzeide-banet FRA Moyes RX 3

939
884
879
872
867

“Another great call by the task committee. Probably close to 40 in goal today
and many others quite close. The high wind made for pretty rough conditions
both on and off tow, pilots seemed to get on well enough though. Most
everyone at goal had a story about the strong thermals or rough air. Of course,
they all still smiled!”
Competition blog
“Hang gliding never gets dull. Today’s flying conditions had moderate winds
and choppy turbulence at most levels. The thermal strengths came and went.
Our teammate, Wolfi Siess, was the star amongst our team today: Second
across the goal line, just behind Attila.
Today was a bit of a stir-up: Jonas Lobitz and Primoz didn’t make goal.
I landed not far along course, pushing through weak climbs and hoping for
something stronger (and consequently lower). Our housemates, Pablo (left)
and Gustavo, had similar luck. As we’re driving back from goal the sun is
setting on the rolling hills west of Wellington, NSW. It’s always amazing how
far you can fly in a hang glider... with no motor.”
Curt Warren’s blog

946
942
871
867
865

Impressions

“They’re off into the blue today… not a cloud in the sky. Everyone was airborne in less than an hour and a half. The
weather didn’t hold us back nearly as much as we feared earlier in the day. The task committee picked a good one, but
in the end no one made it to goal.”
Competition blog

“Today’s task sent us out of Forbes to the north, curving
left and back around, like a number ‘9’, for a total distance
of 132km. There were some 500ft/min climbs, but with
some broken lift and no clouds to mark the thermals, it paid
to hang with the gaggles. I hung back with Jonny, and the
Combat brothers: Primoz and Franz Hermann. I was in good
company and thought we’d catch the lead gaggle, but never
did, a chance we took when we rolled the dice starting on the late side of things at 3pm.
We started reeling in a few gliders on the second leg, but lost ground when conditions deterioratied. Jonny and I both landed
short of goal. I would have preferred another 30 minutes of airtime, and a beer in the goal field, but I had a great time.”
Curt Warren’s blog

Task 5

Task 2 Task 1

“They’re all off on course. It was a tough fight all the way with many landing
near the first turnpoint, including Gerolf and Atilla. Jonny, Curt and Edoardo
led the way for the most part and eeked out as many kilometres as possible.
Curt and Edoardo managed to get within 10km of goal, with Primoz just short
of them and Jonny down at 16km short.”
Competition blog
“We had a 135km dogleg (times two) task today. The lift along the first leg
was really light. Luckily, the thermal-stregth picked up when the headwind
did! My vario was showing the thermals drifting accross the ground at 16mph
(over 20km/h). I had plenty of time to shoot some photos on the slow leg.
Gerolf dove in low at the first turnpoint and didn’t recover. Primoz lost
his lead there and must have made a good save. After the first turnpoint the
‘odometer’ clicked over pretty fast. Edwardo (Italy) and I were the furthest,
just 10km short of goal. Next was Primoz and then Jonny, not far behind.”
Curt Warren’s blog

“Another flight for the memory book. The sky started off blue and
began to spot with clouds as gliders began to tow up. There was 10 to 15kt of tailwind today, depending on how high you were.
We had a technical crosswind leg that threaded the needle between two areas of airspace.
My excitement for the day was making a low save – one that lasted forever: the lift was broken and just enough to keep me
aloft, drifting fast, skimming above the ground for 10km. My potential landing areas were continually changing. I tried not to look
down, but still glanced below spotting wind gusts on the dams, marking the unstable air. It was a slow recovery, but incredibly
rewarding, as I got to fly right smack over one of my favourite hang gliding sites, ‘Binalong’, and then race into goal and land with
20 of my friends from around the world.
Curt Warren’s blog

Task 4

2012
Forbes
Pre-Worlds
Practice Task
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“Classic Forbes: Somewhere close to half the field made goal on today’s 185km task! Noma (left) wins the prize for best
goal landing, coming in downhill toward a giant dead log and flaring beautifully about a foot short of it.
Jonny made it, even after checking himself out of the hospital
only 15 minutes before launch opened. Atilla was first in all on his
own, having taken the start at 2pm.”
Competition blog

1
2
3
4
5

Scott Barrett AUS
Roberto Nichele SUI
Tullio Gervasoni ITA
Rohan Holtkamp AUS
Jonas Lobitz NZL

Airborne Rev 13.5
WillsWing T2C 144
Wills Wing T2C 144
Airborne Rev 13.5
Moyes RS 3.5

991
969
966
946
933
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“Despite a not very promising looking sky, the task committee
called a long 221km dogleg downwind task to Dunedoon. We
went on chase with little hope of anyone making it, convinced
Atilla had overcalled the day. That doubt was quickly replaced
with surprise when we started to hear talk on the radio of decent
climbs, reasonably high cloudbase and, of course, fast moving
gaggles in the 20mph wind – very unexpected given the thin layer
of high clouds shading things. But, with the lead gaggle of 30 or
so rounding the turnpoint quite quickly, we started taking bets on how many would get in. There were 28 very pleased pilots in
late in into the afternoon. Once again, the task committee was right on!”
Competition blog
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1
2
3
4
4

Rohan Holtkamp AUS Airborne Rev 13.5
Scott Barrett AUS
Airborne Rev 13.5
Steve Blenkinsop AUS Moyes RS 3.5
Mitch Shipley USA Wills Wing T2C 144
Roland Wöhrle GER Moyes RS 3.5
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983
970
937
936
936
19

Impressions
1
2
3
4
5

Attila Bertok HUN
Curt Warren AUS
Jonas Lobitz NZL
Julia Kucherenko RUS
Mitch Shipley USA

Moyes Litespeed S 5
Moyes RS 4
Moyes RS 3.5
Aeros Combat 12
Wills Wing T2C 144

959
937
890
872
854

Overall Results – Top 10

Task 7

“Spectacularly entertaining goal finishes today! It was a
very difficult task with a headwind first leg. Surprisingly,
many got past that fairly easily despite the high cloud
cover. After the second turnpoint the day started turning
off and it was just a matter of getting everything possible
out of each last weak climb. Curt, Attila and Gerolf were
the first of eight and a half to get in, with Gerolf skimming trees
on his final glide, coming in full VG, fully zipped all the way to the
ground and sliding across the goal line on his belly (right) until the
basebar finally caught and the nose went over slapping him on the
back of the neck.
Eight made goal in the end, with Scott Barrett making the goal
field, but not the line. He was probably no more than 10m short.
Driving from goal toward the last turnpoint, the road was littered
with gliders all coming just short.”
Competition blog

“TIt was most exciting to see young Julia first across
the goal line! She didn’t win the day because she took a
fairly early start, but she had a fantastic finish anyway.
Alongside her a bunch of other girls were at goal: Tish (on
a kingpost), Tove, Christa, Corinna, Françoise and Zhenya
coming it at 7:30! Go girls!”
Competition blog

1
2
3
4
5

Curt Warren AUS
Attila Bertok HUN
Gerolf Heinrichs AUT
Davide Guiducci ITA
Rohan Holtkamp AUS

Moyes RS 4
Moyes Litespeed S 5
Moyes RX 3.5
Moyes RS 3.5
Airborne Rev 13.5

999
945
941
886
882

These were all the tasks flown by time of going to print. More images, details, videos, interviews on the Forbes competition site
[www.forbesflatlands.com] and [www.warrenwindsports.com.au]. Hopefully we can bring you a full account in the next issue.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Rohan Holtkamp AUS
Attila Bertok HUN
Scott Barrett AUS
Adam Stevens AUS
Hans Kiefinger GER
Tullio Gervasoni ITA
Roland Wöhrle GER
John Smith NZL
Primoz Gricar SLO
Lukas Bader GER

Airborne Rev 13.5 5837
Moyes Litespeed S 5 5635
Airborne Rev 13.5 5095
Airborne Rev 13.5 5036
Aeros GT 13.2
4951
Wills Wing T2C 144 4939
Moyes RS 3.5
4906
Moyes RS 4
4902
Aeros Combat 13.5GT 4893
Moyes RS 4
4851

DIY

Task 6

2012 Forbes
Pre-Worlds

The Kropp Mask
People have tried many things to protect their faces from the
sun while paragliding.
by Phil Lyng

S

ome use a balaclava, and unless you need the
warmth, this has the problem of being too hot
since it covers the whole head, and without a
nose and mouth hole, fogs up your glasses. This is Guy
Langton (right).
Ned Kelly tried this mask,
but it proved too heavy for
paragliding and the lines kept
getting caught on the bolts.
Others have created
customised balaclavas. Antje
Daehler has stitched up her
own design, which allows
parts of it to be rolled up
and down.

Women – Top 5
1 Corinna Schwiegershausen GER
Moyes RX 3

4223

2 Francoise Dieuzeide-		
Banet FRA
Moyes RX 3

3343

3 Christine Aichner GER Aeros Combat L 12 2995
4 Carole Tobler SUI
Wills Wing T2C 14
2949
5 Tove Heaney AUS
Moyes Litespeed S3.5 1917

A simpler solution has been created by Mark Kropp,
the advantages of which are:
➲➲ Completely covers your face.
➲➲ Doesn’t cause fogging because it is open
at the bottom.
➲➲ Doesn’t add extra warmth to your head.
➲➲ Can be removed without removing the helmet,
if you’re hot on launch.
➲➲ No need for messy sunscreen.

Follow these instructions. You might need a few goes
at it to get it perfect.
1. Get a polypropylene supermarket shopping bag
for $1.
2. Cut out a rectangle about 280mm x 140mm, starting
from one of the stitched edges of the bag for added
stiffness.
3. Round off the four corners for a sexy look.
4. Cut out two holes corresponding to your sunglasses
lenses. Allow about 40mm from top edge of mask to
top of hole, and about 70mm from bottom edge of
mask to bottom of hole.
5. Pinch cut two slots either side of the lens holes.
These match the hinges on the sunglasses. Don’t
cut them too big, because you want a tight fit (see
Figure 1).

6. Slide sunglasses over the mask (see Figure 2).

Figure 3

Figure 4

You can even wear the Kropp mask without a helmet,
if you want to look like an idiot (see Figure 3).
But for best results, put on your helmet first, then
put on the sunglasses with Kropp mask.
Tuck the four edges inside the helmet (see Figure 4).
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Letters
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On Nikolay Yotov’s ‘Upwind And Downwind Turns’

No matter how much certain topics have been discussed
and firm conclusions reached, there is always somebody
who believes it possible to change the universal laws
of physics. Yes, I know; all major discoveries were made
through a gross disregard of authorities… Unfortunately,
with ‘upwind and downwind turns’ this is not the case.
First, to the mathematics applied; any formula,
no matter how accurate, used for a wrong set of
circumstances is bound to return erroneous results. In
this case it is taking groundspeed into account. Speed
is a relative value. There is no such a thing as ‘absolute
speed’. When we say ‘speed’ we have to state clearly
what frame of reference we are using. That’s why
we have ‘airspeed’, ‘groundspeed’, ‘horizontal speed’,
‘vertical speed’, etc. What frame of reference we use is
purely our choice. Obviously, we usually use something
that has an impact on the behaviour of the object in
question. In the case of a wing, we mostly use the
air, (hence ‘airspeed’) because the wing is in physical
contact with it. Groundspeed comes into play only when
we are going to meet the surface of the planet – should
we ignore it then, it may hurt. Otherwise groundspeed
has the same influence on the flight as speed related to
any other object we should chose. It may be the moon,
a truck down on the road or another glider nearby. The
fact that we chose any of these frames of reference
won’t cause our wing to behave any differently.
Any reference to inertia related to the ground
mentioned in the article is also entirely erroneous.
Inertia is the resistance of any physical object to a
change in its state of motion or rest, or the tendency
of an object to resist any change in its motion. It exists
independent of any other physical object, including the
ground. It would be equally wrong to relate it to the
above-mentioned moon, truck, other glider, etc.
So, where does this myth come from? It’s simple. We
are fooled by our senses. Mother Nature never intended
us to take to the air. We tend to take our references
from the ground. Ground is something we can see,
we can stand on and we can trust. Our brain inclines
to reject any reference to such a dubious invisible
substance as the air. As a result, when we make an even
360º turn in windy conditions, we perceive the path
as elliptical instead of circular – which it is, relative to
the air. It gets worse. We subconsciously try to make
the ground-projected path circular, however hard we
try to keep the turn even. For these reasons, Nikolay’s
suggested experiments will never return objective
results, especially on a paraglider where you can
influence the turn not only by pulling on the brakes, but
by weightshift as well – you can never guarantee a turn
being even all the way.
Leaving complicated mathematics and physics aside,
it is easy to put the ‘upwind/downwind’ fallacy to rest.
Next time you fly in an airliner, make yourself a paper
airplane. Make sure you inform cabin crew and other
passengers of your intentions to avoid the plane making
an unscheduled landing and you being detained by the
airport security. When you’re all clear, fly the paper
airplane first in the direction of flight and then against
it. Try to spot any difference. If you are a fan of Nikolay’s
theory, you will be disappointed. There will be none,
despite the airliner moving through the atmosphere at
almost 1000km/h.

The only difference between the paper airplane in
an airliner and you flying in a wind is the aluminium
skin separating the parcel of the air the paper airplane
is flying in from the surrounding air. Does it change
anything? If we want to cover all facets, we have to
mention the plane fuselage represents a perfect ‘bubble’
where the outside air has no impact on whatever is
happening inside. Wind, on the other hand, is a parcel of
air that has its fringes affected by the surrounding air.
There is no such a thing as a bubble of gas inside another
gas. To make a bubble we need surface tension and this
aspect is missing in gases. In the case of a parcel of gas
inside another gas there will always be some degree of
mixing movement at the contact area and if the parcel
is moving, this mixing may be significant. It will have
some effect on a wing flying in this region, but this is
not what we are talking about. We are concerned about
the steady part of the parcel, way inside and away from
the turbulent boundary layer. In these conditions, a turn
executed with uniform control input during the whole
180º path will be exactly the same no matter how its
direction relative to wind is.
There is nothing revolutionary to be discovered here,
don’t waste your time.
Jiri Stipek

The Amalgamation

To me, we shouldn’t hesitate
let’s get on and amalgamate
and fly the sky as if it’s owned by all
and let us not just legislate
and twist and bend and irritate
and push each other round until we fall.
‘Coz we need each other to co-operate
and hope it’s all not left too late
‘coz we all know ‘that it’s flying’ that it’s about
so if we work together and communicate
instead of a feeling to dominate
I’m sure the end result will bring it out.
So, let us fly beyond the pearly gate
and treat each discipline as if ya’ mate
and surely we can learn from each others ways as well
so, let us not on thin ice skate
let’s get on and amalgamate
and get on and fly, the pearly gates of hell.
John Norton, 1999

Australia Day at Stanwell, NSW
Photo: Courtesy Tony Sandeberg
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Hawaiian Flying

Photos: Bill Hockensmith

Photos: Ben Darke

Heading for Lennox

H

It all started a little unusually. The alarm went off at 6:30am,
which, as any PPG pilot will tell you, is about three hours too
late this time of year if you want to catch the clear laminar air
that first light brings. On this occasion it was deliberate.
by Grant Cassar
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ere was the plan:
➲➲ Get the wife (also known as ‘retrieve driver
Mel’) in the car by 7:30am;
➲➲ Pick Ben up from his place in the Gold Coast Hinterland
at 8:30am;
➲➲ Get all his gear loaded, then make our way to the
launch at Cabarita Beach by about 9:30am;
➲➲ Meet up with Chris there and get airborne ASAP;
➲➲ During the flight, meet up with Garry – who was
flying a wheel base out of Tyagarah – and Craig flying
foot launch out of Hasting Point.
Then the five of us had planned to make our way
south to a small coastal town in northern NSW called
Lennox Head.
The forecast was for a relatively strong wind out
of the north, increasing as the day wore on. Clear blue
skies greeted us when Ben and I arrived at Cabarita,
but no sign of Chris. A short phone call later we found
out that Chris is about an hour behind us and would
meet us in Lennox Head. The wind was already about
12kt on the coast, so we knew that Garry was going
to be in struggle street taking off from his airfield and,
sure enough, he called moments later and to say it was
blown out for him, and he could see a latte at the Byron
Bay Beach Café in his future. Shortly after that, we got a
similar call from Craig who had had a few too many beers
the night before and wasn’t up for the run south (that
may or may not be true). So the five had been reduced
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to two, leaving Ben on launch setting his wing up, me in
the back of my trailer sorting through a mountain of kit
and retrieve driver Mel happily sitting in the car reading
the Saturday paper.
Coastal air is great air, as long as it’s not gusting
too much. So it is usually safe to fly in when it gets a bit
stronger. My rule of thumb is to look closely for white
caps on the sea. If you can’t see any, then you are usually
good to go. As time was quickly getting away from us,
neither Ben nor I were mucking around in getting set up
and launched. This particular launch is tiny, one pilot set
up at a time. In fact, you have to bring the wing up and
kite it back up the hill to have a couple of metres to run
before you hit the edge of the small cliff face.
While Ben was trying to untangle his risers while
keeping his wing on the ground and out of the carpark,
I was unloading my gear from the trailer. When I finally
looked up, I noticed Ben had managed to attract a bit
of an audience, who were keenly looking on as Ben got
himself sorted. Everything seemed to be going smoothly
and I only had to ask two people to stand back a little,
which they were very happy to do.
This is where I was reminded of the value of good
groundhandling skills. A small error in a tight launch
with people standing around would not go down well.
In stronger conditions a small error will be magnified so
care needs to be taken. Ben did a text book inflation and
launch. He kited his wing up the hill, turned smoothly,

applied full throttle, ran toward the edge of the cliff and
launched like he’d been doing it for years. I was next and
the pressure was on, not just to get it right, but also to
make it look like I had been doing this for years as well.
As it turned out, I did exactly as planned and will have
to leave it up to the assembled crowd to judge whose
launch was better – obviously mine.
After a couple of ‘loops’ for the crowd – small wing
overs really, but let’s not let the truth get in the way
of a good story – so, after a few loops for the crowd to
get the flight started properly, we turned tailwind and
headed south.
Between Cabarita and Lennox Head there are four
headlands that were each generating their fair share
of leeside rotor. The answer to this was to get out in
front of these headlands and gain height so that all that
turbulence occured well below you, but there is another
maxim in the PPG world and that is to always have a safe
bomb-out in range and the ocean off the northern NSW
coast does not satisfy that criteria. So even though both
Ben and I were wearing floatation devices (an essential
bit of kit if you fly over water) we didn’t want to stray
too far out to sea. I might also mention the four metre
black tip shark and four metre hammerhead shark we
saw cruising north about 100m off the beach which also
provided significant motivation to stay dry.
White caps were now in front of us and we were
getting jostled around as we approached the last
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headland we needed to cross before getting into Lennox
Head. Ben and I were thinking the same thing: It was
time to land. Neither of us wanted to cross that headland
and risk even bumpier conditions on the other side, let
alone what we might find once we made it to Lennox
Head. What we did have was a perfect little beach
landing site at Broken Head with a grassy picnic area for
us to pack our wings up and wait for retrieve driver Mel
to arrive. To our surprise, Garry turned up within minutes
of us landing with a couple of cold drinks and a hard luck
story about getting blown out at Tyagarah.
So the flight turned out to be a great flight and a
great learning opportunity, even though it started a
little unusual. We saw a heap of dolphins and a couple
of fair sized sharks and I reminded myself about three
PPG essentials:
1. great groundhandling skills are never wasted;
2. always have a safe place to land – in range; and
3. constantly monitor the environment and change
your flight plan accordingly.
Not bad for 70 minutes in the air.
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The XCFiles
from Cross Country magazine [www.xcmag.com]

Smooth
Operator

Figure 1: The red zone shows the areas where significant turbulence will be encountered
in a crosswind on a coastal ridge, in this instance, Mussel Rock (The Dumps) in San
Francisco, USA.

M

ost pilots would agree that beyond taking sled
rides in light wind conditions, it is hard to find a
flying scenario more controlled and predictable
than soaring a coastal ridge. Yes and no. Yes, if you know
what to look out for, and no, if you do not. Often coastal
sites are flown in significant wind. It is important to
appreciate that a wind that can keep you up in one spot
is easily capable of slamming you down in another.

Mental Models

When flying under standard sea breeze soaring
conditions, it is important to have adequate mental
models of how air behaves when it encounters steep
and sharp-edged topography. Sharp edges lead to
flow separation and the formation of eddies or rotors.
Depending on the exact topography and wind strength,
these rotors will either stay localised or they will shed

Figure 2: And when the wind is straight on. Once no-go zones are now soarable while the
rotor zone behind the stack has shifted.

periodically and move downwind. Eventually they
diminish as they cascade into ever-smaller rotors.
A pilot with a trained eye ought to be able to
quickly see which areas to avoid based on the wind
direction. Sometimes only a very narrow buffer zone
exists between smooth air and air that can bite. For a
paraglider pilot whose wing is seven metres overhead
it is often possible to fly one’s body through the strong
cliff-top eddy while the glider flies in smooth laminar
flow just above. This is why an inadvertent top landing
on a flat-topped cliff can lead to a very tricky re-launch.

Flying Cliffs

For a cliff that has multiple tiers, it is important to try
and imagine how the air will attempt to smooth out
these individual stairs. The air, in effect, inserts ram-air
stagnation zones and long roller bearing type rotors or

eddies in order to smooth out the topography. The result
is that the oncoming wind does not see the physical
terrain that we see. For us pilots, the challenge is to
develop and constantly revise a mental model of how
wind impacting on a particular geographical feature will
modify the flow near the feature (Figures 1 and 2).
Returning to the example of a tiered cliff, it is
important to develop an appreciation and respect for
how high one must be above the lower tier before
attempting to bench up to the higher tier. Drifting
downwind in order to bench up with insufficient height
could put you in a rotor that would in a best-case
scenario lead to a fast, unplanned landing in sink.
Drifting back with just 15 to 20m more altitude might
have led to a smooth transition into the lift band of the
upper tier.

There’s more going on at the coast than you might think.
Honza Rejmanek kites into the lift at his local cliff to explain

Dream run. Geordie Haig enjoys silky air at Myponga, South Australia
Photo: Kym Fielke
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The XCFiles Tips and tuition for paragliding and hang gliding pilots

“Cloud

suck cumuli will often be at
least as tall as they are wide”

– from beginner to expert, there’s something for everyone.
from Cross Country magazine [www.xcmag.com]

Cloud
Suck
Cloud Suck

Honza Rejmanek explains what cloud suck
is and how to avoid getting hoovered up

‘A

few more circles’, you think. The lift is finally
awesome, after all that scratching down low,
and you need all the height you can get for the
next crossing. You must still be several hundred metres
below base. Yes, the clouds are big, but there’s no sign of
storms and if you do touch cloud, you’ll just fly straight
using GPS.
Two circles later you realise cloudbase is approaching
fast. You go on glide, but are still going up fast. You pull
Big Ears and hit the speedbar, but you’re still going up.
The first wisps fly by, the ground begins to disappear
and then all is equally white in all directions.
The GPS and gravity start playing games with you.
You feel you are flying inclined and sideways as you do
your best-to-fly on a chosen bearing. But it’s getting
increasingly difficult and you find your heading keeps
changing. The vario is screaming and the air is turbulent;
you let up the ears so you can control surges, but with
no horizon your efforts at straight-line flight become
desperately unproductive.
You reach for the B-risers and pull them down.
Finally, a descent rate registers on the vario so you hang
on for dear life. Two minutes into this manoeuvre your
arms are getting tired, but you hold on. The beautiful
Earth reappears. You keep holding the Bs for another
minute and after releasing you fly straight and fast until
you hit sink. Still shaking from a powerful combination of
adrenaline and terror, you notice the ice needles on your
gloves, risers and lines. You survived and you will have
a great campfire story, but it could have been a very
different ending. You feel lucky and stupid.
How could the above scenario been anticipated?
Does every cumulus cloud cause cloud suck, the vertical
acceleration of a thermal just below cloudbase? To
answer those questions it is necessary to review a few
concepts relating to buoyancy in the atmosphere.

Photo: iStockPhotos.com
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Positive Buoyancy

This refers to a scenario where a thermal or cloud at a
particular level is less dense than the surrounding air
at that same level. The result is that it has a tendency
to accelerate upwards. This difference in density is due
to the air being either warmer or more humid than its
surrounds. To keep things simple, we will only focus
on temperature. Warmer than surrounding: positively
buoyant. Cooler than surrounding: negatively buoyant.

Latent Heat Release

As we all know from our basic meteorology classes, air
warms in contact with hot ground. If you were paying
attention back then, you will also know that another way
of heating the air is when water vapour condenses as a
thermal reaches cloudbase. Simply put, as clouds form,
they release heat.
Water takes a tremendous amount of energy to
evaporate and this energy is liberated upon condensation. A rising thermal cools at 10ºC per 1,000m of
height gain – the dry adiabatic lapse rate. The extra
buoyancy due to condensation, also referred to as latent
heat release, is enough to significantly offset this
cooling rate. In a rising cloud, the air might now cool at
only 6ºC per 1,000m of height gain – the moist adiabatic
lapse rate.
Given this, it would seem very simple to conclude
that every thermal reaching high enough to form a
cumulus cloud should experience an upward acceleration
at cloudbase and should therefore be causing what we
refer to as cloud suck. However, it is not all that simple:
not all cumulus clouds cause cloud suck.

Safe Clouds

Two other concepts must be considered. The first is the
vertical temperature structure of the atmosphere at a
particular time and place – the environmental lapse rate.
The second is that of momentum. A thermal or
cloud moving up has a tendency to keep going, even
past the point where it is the same temperature as the
surrounding air.
This would be the case when it reaches a level where
the environmental lapse rate is stable. There is usually
a capping inversion that is so stable that it brings most
thermals and their associated cumulus clouds to a
gradual halt. They become negatively buoyant as they
rise into this layer and, despite the latent heat release,
are unable to keep rising.
Cumulus clouds in such a scenario are referred to
as forced clouds. They tend to be wider than they are
tall. The thermal approaching cloudbase should already
be decelerating and will continue to decelerate as it
becomes cloud, although at a slower rate.
Under such a scenario cloud suck is not a threat.
Nonetheless, it should not be considered an open
invitation to the white room. Although it is slowing
down, the thermal approaching cloudbase could still
have a significant ascent rate, so it might be wise to
move towards the edge of the cloud as you get closer to
base rather than circling under the centre of it.
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True Cloud Suck

The more dangerous scenario occurs when the capping
inversion is not very strong and the layer above it has an
environmental lapse rate that is considered conditionally
unstable. This could be an environmental lapse rate of
8ºC per 1,000m.
An overshooting thermal that has formed cloud
and is rising into this layer might reach a level where
it is no longer cooler than the surrounding air since the
environment is cooling faster with height than the air
inside the ascending cloud.
If this occurs we say the cloud has reached the ‘level
of free convection’. The cloud is now free to accelerate
upwards. This is the point where a forced cumulus cloud
becomes an active cumulus cloud and is creating true
cloud suck. It will often be at least as tall as it is wide
and sometimes taller.
On such days it is extra important to leave lift well
below base, as such clouds can potentially overdevelop
and storm.
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Forecasting Cloud Suck

CAPE: The values of forecast convective available
potential energy (CAPE) on such days can range
from 500 to well over 2000. (CAPE is effectively the
positive buoyancy of an air parcel and is an indicator of
atmospheric instability.)
Lifted Index: If the Lifted Index (the temperature
difference between an air parcel and the temperature of
the environment, where 0 to –6 is increasingly unstable
and 0 to 6 is stable) is forecast to be negative then one
should also take warning.
In the air: Most of all it is important to keep an eye
on the clouds as you thermal and realise that you can not
be sure of the vertical extent of the cloud that you are
directly below. On such days a lot can change in less then
20 minutes and the white room could have no mercy.
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News

Airborne – What’s New in 2012

Early 2011 will see Airborne release a sub
70kg T-Lite. Sub 70 means that Australian
hang glider pilots can fly this lightweight
single-seater with a simple powered
endorsement. There is no requirement for
registration, so it is low cost powered
flying at it’s best. The T-lite is designed as
a soaring trike so pilots can make use of
thermal lift. This model features the light
weigh but powerful Polini two stroke engine. The wing
is based off a modified F2 (Fun) our single surface hang
glider wing. The good news is hang glider pilots can also
use this as a normal hang glider for footlaunching.

the helmet and bend the wire to see if any strands are
broken. If you find any damage to the wire do not use
the helmet. A broken wire will cause the chin strap to
come away and could result in the helmet falling from
the head whilst flying.
Regular inspection of the Helmets is required.
Contact the Airborne factory if any damage is found to
the wire. An update of this bulletin will be posted once
Icaro have come up with a fix for the problem.
Airborne Windsports

USPHA editor and America PWC Champion Nick Greece
worked closely with Bob on Classic Routes, writing one
route himself and contributing photographs to several
others. “Classic Routes will supply travelling crosscountry addicts the ability to fly like a local – worldwide,”
Nick told us, “this book will help you show up and
connect some of the best routes in the world.”
Available in Australia from Manilla Paragliding,
phone: 02 67856545 or <godfrey@flymanilla.com>.
Godfrey Wenness

AirDesign Rise certified LTF B

Sun n Fun 2012
The 38th annual Sun n Fun will be held at Lakeland Florida
from 27 March to 1 April 2012. The Sun n Fun is one of
the largest air shows in the world. There will be a large
variety of general aviation and light sport planes on
show including microlight trikes. Airborne is planning on
being at this epic event and we are offering customers
special freight free deals on an XT-582 Outback, an
XT-912 Tundra and a T-Lite. The offer is for these limited
production slots only so if you are interested in a special
deal then contact the factory asap!

Myro the Microlights Now Available in Australia
Myro the microlight is published in the UK and is the work
of Nick Rose who is also an Airborne XT-912 pilot. It is an
excellent children’s book and will no doubt inspire some
of it’s readers to take to the skies one day.
The books are now available in Australian book
stores. You can also order online at [www.seekbooks.
com.au].
Wire loop problem with Icaro helmets
Just a reminder to pre-flight your equipment as well
as the aircraft. It has been brought to our attention
that the wire loops that hold the chin straps on Icaro
microlight helmets can fail. The failure point has been
close to where the wire attaches to the helmet. It can
start with a broken strand in the stainless steel wire.
To inspect this you simply remove the inner lining of
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The World’s Best
Hang Gliding
and Paragliding
XC Routes

XC MEDIA, the publishers behind Cross
Country magazine,
the international paragliding and hang gliding publication, have published
a new book: Classic Routes.
Created to the same high standard as Cross Country
magazine, Classic Routes is a story and photo-led
journey through some of the most exciting paragliding
and hang gliding terrain on Earth.
Featuring 20 destinations across five continents the
book includes contributions from some of the sport’s top
pilots, photographers and writers.
From outback Australia to the mountains of the
Alps to the green fields of England, the book features
stunning photography and inspirational stories as it
takes you on a spectacular tour around the world.
Brought together by editor Bob Drury the book
features 20 ‘classic routes’ with contributions from
some of the best pilots in the sport. “As well as a book
of amazing adventures and brilliant photography, it’s
a how-to manual for cross-country flying around the
world. It’s the ultimate tick-list of flights I’d like to do if
I had unlimited time and money,” says Bob.

The new AirDesign performance intermediate Rise has
just been certified LTF B in size S (70 to 90kg), M
(85 to 105kg) and L (100-125 kg). 2 other sizes
(XS and XL) are currently in
certification process to cover
a total take-off weight range
from 60 to 145kg.
Based on our comp-winning
glider Pure, the Rise brings
excellent performance, ease of
flying and impressive passive
safety into the EN-B class.
Using the latest technology,
the Rise features an innovative
three-line concept paired with polyamide rods in the
leading edge and mini-ribs in the trailing edge. This
results in a perfect profile shape which leads to improved
wing stability and better performance.
A wide useable speed range and high stability in
turbulence make the Rise an equally perfect glider for
fun flying as well as long cross-country adventures.
The Rise is suitable for the progressing pilot who has
experience with a basic glider and is looking for a wing

Warren Windsports re-vamped website

Check out the new ‘Stanny Cam’ webcam, the various
pilot blogs: Curt Warren’s, Alex Cuddy’s and Dave
May’s. The Online Store is now loaded with tons of
‘Pro Tips’ and gear reviews [www.warrenwindsports.
com.au].
Curt Warren
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with more performance and agility. It’s also an ideal
glider for those stepping back from higher rated wings
wanting performance with greater passive safety.
The Rise is available in sizes S, M and L. Custom
colours are available on request.
More information can be found at [www.ad-gliders.
com] or contact Ralf at Sky Sport Sydney, phone: 0466
566288 or <ralf@skysportsydney.com>.
Ralf Gittfried

New from Niviuk

Icepeak 6 steps up to meet the challenge
Niviuk wings have long been the choice of world class
PG champions and this new competition glider will be no
exception. The mandatory rule of flying EN-D certified
wings in world class competitions has given rise to a
totally new challenge. The result from Niviuk is the high
performance Icepeak 6, expected to set the benchmark
in this new era of competition.
Created from a blank drawing board, the Icepeak 6
has a completely new profile capable of meeting even
the most exacting EN standards.
After numerous prototypes, and many hours of test
flying, Niviuk have produced a two-riser performance
wing that will be appreciated by competition pilots
at every level. Through the unique knowledge and
experience of the Niviuk R+D team, the evolutionary twoline technology has been applied to this all new profile. In
addition, total length of the strong yet lightweight lines
has been reduced to 19m, an exceptional achievement of
design in terms of overall resistance.
With its impressive profile, majestic silhouette, attention to detail
and soft and precise
handling, the new Icepeak 6 boasts an incredibly low sink rate and
has maintained the classic Niviuk feel.
The Icepeak 6 has
been built using the very
latest technology and
the most current design
innovations, including
the STE (Structured
Trailing Edge) and the
SLE (Structured Leading
Edge). New and more

passed the load and impact tests and it is
already in production.
Artik 3 – new EN-C with EN-D performance
An innovative profile developed using the very
latest software and a new line plan using low
resistance three-line technology brings performance and passive safety never before
seen on an EN-C glider.
The Artik 3 represents the very latest
technology and design in the Sport Class. It
combines the Niviuk design expertise with
the new trends in performance and safety,
ensuring optimal interconnection between the
pilot, the wing and the outside environment.
With a slightly longer aspect ratio of 5.9
and applying the Niviuk STE and SLE technology,
the Artik 3 is lighter with more agility in
flight, delivering exceptional behaviour during
turbulence.
Total amount of lines have been reduced
from 224 pieces on the Artik 2 to only 134
pieces on the Artik 3. Total line length on the
size 25 has been reduced from 298 to 263m
on the Artik 3. This is an 11.7% reduction in
total line length, and is among the lowest total
line length in its class. The result of all this is
less drag, which means a better glide ratio and
more speed on bar as well as less noise.
Glider weight has been reduced by 0.6kg in
each size. Part of this is due to the significant
amount of line reduction, but the weight of
the leading edge has also been reduced, so this
glider is going to be so easy to inflate.
The attractive new graphics on the Artik
3 have been taken from the Icepeak 5 design.
Another accent stripe has been added to the
horn, making it one of the best looking gliders
on the market .
The Artik 3 is certified EN-C in five sizes,
21, 23, 25, 27 and 29m for pilots from 50 to
130kg. The glider itself weighs from 5.2 to
6.3kg, depending on the size.
For more information on Niviuk products
contact Paul Cox at Central Coast Paragliding.
<coxy@ccparagliding.com.au> or phone: 02
43892874 or 0421 072897.
Paul Cox

sophisticated materials
have superseded materials such as carbon
which was deemed by
many to be too fragile
for its purpose. This
has been replaced by
a nylon system which
spans the wing ensuring coherence and continued structural integrity in a variety of
conditions.   The Icepeak 6 has successfully
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News

Nova Ion 2 – New Low-Level
EN-B Paraglider

Skywalk Tequila3 XXS with LTF/EN-B

Even the lightest pilots can now launch with a perfectly compatible three-line LTF/
EN-B glider:
The Tequila3 in size XXS has achieved certification with the same positive
performance as its big brother, but with a launch weight of 48kg to 70kg!
Superior launch behaviour is paired with excellent performance owing to
minimal drag and a reassuring safety cushion.
The XXS model is also equipped with balanced handling, top thermal performance
as well as a good speed range linked to the
patented Jet-Flap system.
An optimised wing that makes no compromises in the sky, the Tequila3 XXS is the
solution for lightweight pilots with a body
weight from 40kg upwards.
For more information about Skywalk
paragliders and accessories, please contact us
at Sky Sport Sydney, phone: 0466 566288
or <fly@skysportsydney.com>, [www.
skysportsydney.com] or [www.skywalk.info].
Ralf Gittfried

Ion 2 is designed to be the little brother of
the highly successful Mentor 2, delivering a
similar package: performance at the upper
end of its class, plenty of passive safety,
and a very homogenous handling. With the
Ion 2, Nova wants to open the door to
long XC flights for entry-level pilots
or the experienced who want to fly
fully relaxed. Aiming to demonstrate the high
XC potential and encouraging pilots to give it
a try, Nova has set up the ‘Ion 2 Hundred Challenge’,
awarding the winners with generous prizemoney.
For good reason, Nova adopted various design details
and features from the Mentor 2:
➲➲ Airfoil with very flat polar and stable leading edge
on full speed bar.
➲➲ 3 suspension levels with a short split to D-level.
➲➲ Extremely reduced line concept for low drag: the Ion
2 in size M has 24 % less lines in total) than the Ion
1 M. And the Ion 2 XXS opens the era ofparagliders
with less than 200m of total line consumption!
➲➲ Speed bar with high efficiency and ease of operation.
➲➲ From EN-C Factor 2 Nova took the reef system on the
brakes for lower brake pressure and smoother handling.
In the air, no matter what wind conditions or terrain,
the launch behaviour of the Ion 2 is very uncomplicated
– even for a wing suitable for instruction. In the air the
brake pressure is a little lower than on Ion 1, while the
steering precision has increased considerably. When
flying in turbulence, the canopy moves very little in itself
and delivers a strong collapse resistance, delivering
higher dynamic.
Nova wings are generally known for their week
tendency to dive into a stable spiral. This feature is even
better developed on Ion 2. Big ears are another pleasant
way to get down quickly, as Ion 2 has only two A-lines on
each side, big ears are a very efficient safe manoeuvre.
The Ion 2 has already passed the certification in five
sizes covering a weight range from 60 to 130kg. Please
check [www.nova-wings.com/].
Till Gottbrath, Nova

Ion 2-Hundred Challenge
In close cooperation with the XContest.org online
contest, Nova is running the ‘Ion 2- Hundred Challenge’
in the 2012 XC-season – and will award the winner(s)
with generous prizemoney.
The first flight of a 200km-plus FAI-triangle on an
Ion 2 will be awarded with 2000 Euros.
Additionally, the best flight (max. points) with an
Ion 2 in the 2012 season will be awarded with 10 times
the amount of the points in Euros.
The flight must be claimed at World XContest [www.
xcontest.org/world/en/flights/?filter %5Bsubcontest
%5D=ion2] and shown in the `ION 2 Hundred Challenge’.
If no such flights are registered, we will give a donation
of 5000 Euros to the ‘Wings for Life Foundation’
[www.WingsForLife.com].
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Flight Review :

Conclusion

Photos: Karel Vejchodsky

Gradient Aspen 4
After flying Aspen 4 for an extensive period of time in
variety of conditions I dare to present a short assessment
of my experience with this glider.
by Karel Vejchodsky

I

escaped from the European dull winter to north-east
Brazil for November and December 2011. For three
weeks, together with my friend Tomas Soudek, we
had nothing else to do or worry about except flying –
what a feeling!
We took two of the brand new gliders Aspen 4 for
this trip. Aspen 4 received EN-C certification recently.
That means it holds high safety factor and it is intended
for active recreational pilots. After more than 60 hours
in the air and 2,300km flown with Aspen 4, I believe my
observations can be reasonably accurate. My take-off
weight was around 108kg and I was flying a size 28.

fewer hanging loops and thus fewer lines in the gallery.
You will find non-coated lines in the upper gallery while
main lines are standard shielded ones. Such a major line
reduction was possible thanks to designing special ribs
(DD system) inside the canopy. The drastic reduction
in the total lines area is one of the keys to the superb
performance of Aspen 4 – less drag simply means better
glide and more speed.

Design

Firstly, Aspen 4 differs a little from its predecessor,
Aspen 3; the aspect ratio remains very similar (just
right below 6) and the leading edge is reinforced with
nylon strings similar to XC 3 or school gliders Bright 4.
However, the first thing that strikes you when you put
pick up this glider is the conspicuous lack of lines (35%
reduction in comparison to Aspen 3). My immediate
reaction when I unpacked Aspen 4 was, “Where are the
lines?” The few you find are organised into three rows.
Each carabiner holds only seven lines (two As, three
Bs and two Cs) plus the brake lines. The wing has also

You can find all our Brazilian flights with photos here:
[www.xcontest.org/world/en/pilots/detail:charlie]
[www.xcontest.org/world/en/pilots/detail:soudekt].

Landing the Aspen 4

Note: Whilst it is legal to own a wheel base, the HGFA cannot provide wheeled certification or training until approved by CASA

Accelerated Flying

The glider also looks good. It has the Gradient logo
on the bottom surface and a colourful design makes it
easy to identify the glider in the sky. As with all Gradient
gliders, Aspen 4 is entirely manufactured by highly
skilled personnel in the Czech Republic.

The speed system is surprisingly effective. I was using
it all the time, except when thermalling and during long
evening glides when there was no need to rush. Most of
the time I was pushing about 50% of the speed system
– this produces a speed of about 50km/h. I used full
speed only in strong sink. The speed system operates
with little force; no need to push too hard. I would
encourage all pilots flying on Aspen 4 to use the speed
system as much as possible. Glide on speed is excellent
and the glider has no tendency to collapse.

Inflation and Take-off

Stability

Inflation is easy in light and strong conditions with no
tendency to overshoot.

In-flight Characteristics

Handling is pleasant with brake force progressive and
exact. Controlling the glider is easy and direct. Brakes
have relatively short travel and the glider starts turning
immediately without any hesitation. The glider gives
good feedback through the brakes so the pilot can
control the wing easily at all times. In my opinion, this
is another improvement on the previous Aspens. When
entering a strong core, the glider turns straight into it
without a tendency to slip out. I can say that I feel a bit
more defined feedback from Avax XC 3. Still, with Aspen
4 I was able to sniff the thermal out and find the most
effective way up even in weak conditions. Despite the
reduced number of lines, the wing behaved very well
and gave me solid and compact feeling even in rough
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and turbulent conditions – the stiffness of the canopy
is admirable.
Trim speed (about 40km/h) is rather higher than
in the previous models. In the glide area I can see a big
progression from Aspen 3. I was surprised by the glide
performance of Aspen 4. Sometimes it felt like I was
flying XC 3 – only looking up made me realise I was
flying a lower category glider. I haven’t had the chance
to compare the glide of the Aspen 4 and the XC 3 in the
air yet, but I believe they would be very close. At one
occasion I was flying for about 100km together with a
top Polish pilot, Rafal Luckos, on Mantra 11 at Quixada.
I had no problem keeping pace with him on glides. To be
fair, this was in the early hours of our flight when we
were not pushing the speedbar too much and when our
choice of route was more important. Nevertheless, at no
stage did I feel disadvantaged.

I was pleasantly surprised by the performance of Aspen
4. Our wish for the Brazilian trip was to have nice and
well-behaved EN-C gliders that would let us enjoy flying
as much as possible. We considered any would-be flights
around 200km as an added bonus. We had no intentions
of breaking any records. Surprisingly then my longest
flight was 372km which is (to my knowledge) the
longest flight ever made on an EN-C glider!
The strongest point of Aspen 4 is the phenomenal
ratio between safety and performance of the glider. The
latest development in EN-C category means a quantum
leap for the typical recreational pilot Aspen 4 has been
designed for. I would recommend it to pilots who like
flying the flatlands and big mountains like the Alps
as well. I’m sure with Aspen 4 you can make a nice FAI
triangle even in the flats. You will also enjoy the stability
and straightforward easy handling of the glider in
strong alpine conditions. The glider is suitable for active
recreational pilots who don’t insist on making record
flights (it looks like they may happen regardless) and
who seeks well balanced combination of performance
and safety. Aspen 4 may as well be a solution for a top
pilot who got a bit tired of flying comp widowmakers and
who wants to slow down a bit.

The glider is very stable in all regimes even in strong
or turbulent conditions. I had two lovely frontal tucks
during those 60 hours I spent in the air in Brazil.
They both occurred on glide without any warning and
they disappeared as quickly as they happened. The
glider re-inflated and re-established a standard flying
regime virtually immediately. Neither I nor Tomas had
any asymmetric collapses. I could sometimes hear the
wing tips rustling, but overall the wing was perfectly
stable. All the above will probably sound like music to
the ears of any alpine pilot.
Pulling big ears on a glider with only two A-lines
on each side is rather intimidating. The result is really
BIG ears, but that is where it ends. The glider remains
perfectly stable and manageable. Releasing them is
as uneventful as the initiation. Due to the size of the
collapsed part of the canopy, some attention has to
be paid to performing the manoeuvre symmetrically.
February | March 2012
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Aircraft:
Pilot:
Experience:
Injuries:
Lessons learnt:

Safety #fail

In this column anyone
can own up to their pearshaped flying moments
anonymously. Of course,
pilots should still log all
incidents via the HGFA
IRIS system, but some
‘close shaves’ might warrant sharing with a wider
audience – as a precautionary lesson to others.

Events Calendar

Paraglider (Gradient Golden 2)
anonymous (too embarrassed)
290 hours inland
nil
three of them (see below)

2012
February
Manilla XC Camp

4 to 11 February 2012
Mt Borah, Manilla, NSW. The Manilla XC Camp 2012 is a FREE event
for XC pilots of all levels. Come for as many days as you like, fly
XC as far as you can, fly with and learn from some of the best XC
pilots. No pressure, no worries... just fly. Over 80% of pilots in
the 2011 event flew PBs! Features: Daily XC briefings by Godfrey
Wenness, optional Online Contest scoring, regular day prizes
and scoring updates in all classes (Fun, Sport, Serial). Camping on
site $6/night (power is available). Cabins, twin or double, $20/
night pp and include all linen, blankets and towels. The cabins’
camping area has two kitchens and a BBQ, plus new pilot cafe/
bar and a swimming pool. Contact: <Godfrey@flymanilla.com>
or see [www.flymanilla.com].

NSW Hang Gliding State Titles

19 to 25 February 2012

Manilla, NSW. Contact: Monica Barrett & 0425 847207
or <Monicabarrett@optusnet.com.au>.
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Paragliding State of Origin ’12
6 to 8 April 2012 (Easter)
Mt Borah, Manilla, NSW. For the novice it’s a great way to
get into comp and XC flying in a fun and safe way. It’s about
the promotion of skills and safety. The comp is based on
‘Flying Crews’ (five-pilot teams, one advanced and two novice
pilots, plus two other pilots), so get your crew together.
Handicapping is used for scoring. C grade sanction (pending).
Reserve, UHF radio and at least three hours XC flights are
required. XC course recommended. Comp fee $20. Register at
Oz Comps. Contact: James Thompson on & 02 49468680 or
<jamesflys@gmail.com>, see [www.hunterskysailors.org.au/
soo] for info and pilot pack.

Skyhigh Paragliding Easter Fly-In

6 to 9 April 2012

Bright, VIC. This is a novice-friendly, fun social event, based at
the Outdoor Inn, Bright. Come along for some flying, food, fun
and friendship. Contact <sec@skyhighparagliding.org.au>.

Flatter Than The Flatlands

6 to 9 April 2012 (Easter)

Birchip, VIC. Hang glider pilots are invited to the 20th Flatter
than the Flatlands cross-country towing competition. The
event will be conducted over the four day Easter long weekend.
Entry fee is $80 and includes map, daily prizes, presentation
BBQ, scoring, goal beers and lots of fun. GPS and parachute
required. Discount available for teams with a first time pilot.

In flying I have learned that carelessness

and overconfidence are usually far more

dangerous than deliberately accepted risks.

Contact: Wesley Hill 0408 305943 or <wes.hill@yahoo.com.
au> [www.sacra.biz/fttf].

Dalby Big Air 2012
15 to 21 April 2012
Come join Dalby Hang Gliding Club for a week of fun and great
flying. All pilots entering the competition MUST have an
aerotow endorsement, if you don’t have an endorsement you
won’t be permitted to enter. Entry fee of $400 includes pilot
pack, hat, presentation dinner and all tow fees for the week
(including practice day). Practice day is Friday, 14 April 2012.
To register email Annie at <annie.bruce@bigpond.com>. For
further info please contact Annie or Bruce on & 0419 739900
or 0418 711821.

October
Canungra Classic
22 to 29 October 2012
Mt Tamborine and Beechmont launches Canungra, QLD.
Contact: Gabor Sipos 0402 826969 or <gsippos@tpg.net.au>.

November
Airborne Gulgong Classic
20 to 26 November 2012
Gliding strip, Gulgong NSW. Contact: Bill Olive 0419 428133
or <William.Olive@hnehea,lth.nsw.gov.au>.

International events can be
found at [http://events.fai.org/]

Wilbur Wright, 1900

I

t was a particularly excellent day of alpine flying,
mainly cloudstreets between 2,000 and 2,500m.
I did a 40km out and return, and after three hours
flying, decided I'd had enough, mainly because I was cold
and needed a piss badly. I was about 2,000m above the
LZ, and decided to try some wingovers, having recently
watched the Jocky Sanderson video again, and also
suffering from 'intermediate' syndrome. Everything was
fine, I felt in control, and pushed things to the limit.
After some more stupid antics, things went horribly
wrong.
Someone once described modern DHV 1 wings as
being ‘tame as a pussycat’, and the DHV 1-2 wing I was
flying had behaved like a pussycat for the 160 inland
hours I'd flown on it. I'd had the usual big collapses,
tucks, frontals, balls of washing, and it always popped
straight out with the usual pilot input of correction and
surge control. But this time, it cravatted, spun so quickly
I couldn't believe it, and went into a massive spiral. I had
teased the pussycat beyond its limit, and suddenly it
turned into an angry, roaring lion. I could possibly have
tried to untwist the risers, but the spiral was so fast and
frightening. I was fearful of blacking out, so there was
no option but to go for the reserve. It was a struggle to
get my hand on the handle, and I threw it in the direction
of the spiral.
Feeling sort of relieved that I'd thrown it, and waiting
for things to settle down, I was horrified when I looked
back, and saw the reserve tangled in the right set
of lines. At least it had a few cells inflated and the

April

Photo: Mike Annear, 2009

horrendous spiral had slowed. After some more pitching,
surging and yawing, the risers had untwisted, but the
wing was in a full stall, collapsing in and out, and surging
back and forth. At this point, the horrible roar of the
wind noise had stopped, and I was on average vertical,
but not out of danger. Both brake handles were tangled
out of reach.
I was totally oblivious of how much height I'd lost,
and was focussed on the mess above me. I realised that
the reserve was interfering with the wing, causing it
to stall, so I reached up and pulled the reserve lines
and canopy down, like the slider on a parachute, away
from the wing. I bundled them up more and more,
and suddenly, the wing started flying normally, albeit
at the stall point. The left brake line was hopelessly
twisted and useless, and both my hands were clutching

the bundle of reserve canopy and lines above my right
shoulder, scared to let go in case it upset the wing again.
All I had to do now was land this mess. I was about 300m
above the ground by now, and luckily there were some
big open, freshly ploughed fields, so I weightshifted it
to a safe landing.
Later that day,after discussing the incident with the
local instructor, I felt comfort in a few things.
What did I learn from this?
1. Don't be an idiot. If you want to do an SIV course,
do it with an instructor above water.
2. If you have plenty of height, try untwisting the risers
3. Always look carefully at where you are throwing
the reserve. If in a spiral, throw the reserve down at
45 degrees, not horizontal.
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Operations Manager’s Report
‘High Tea’ at Wyndham, WA
Photo: Stephen Galvin
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Office News

It is sometimes said, ‘the more
things change the more they stay
the same’…, well, so it is. In my
last report I welcomed in Keti to
assist with our office workload
focusing on compliance issues
raised during the recent CASA
audit. Unfortunately, Keti found
the role too intense and beyond her capabilities, she
recognised these issues and left soon after starting.
Happily for the HGFA and the Lopez family, Millicent’s son
Jeremy survived ‘schoolies week’ and was able to take
over the duties previously allocated to Keti. Jeremy came
into the office at arguably the busiest time of the year,
did a great job and we are very grateful for what he was
able to achieve in a short time. When the holiday season
is over we will re-assess our extra office employee
requirements then.

Operations Manual

The week before Christmas, HGFA submitted its third
Operations Manual amendment to CASA for 2011. This
amendment was a very significant ‘step up to the
mark’ for the HGFA and was the result of a lot of
effort and work by many committee members and in
particular Sun Nickerson. The changes and document
development strategies Sun introduced will allow the
regulator to readily identify how the HGFA is amending
and managing future requirements. When approved
by CASA a document register will be loaded on to our
website to help members, clubs and instructors identify
and access current forms, documents and manuals.
During 2012 there will be ongoing amendments
to the Operations Manual and they will be done and
released on a section by section basis. The sections
currently with CASA are ‘Certification’ (section 7) and
‘Syllabuses’ (section 8), the next section to be reviewed
is ‘Equipment’ (section 9), I anticipate, given the range of
equipment and accessories on the market, an equipment
review will be a long and complex topic.

Safety Officers

Club Safety Officers (SOs) and Senior Safety Officers
(SSOs) are an important part of the HGFA safety fabric
and perform an essential operational role on behalf of
all club and HGFA members. They are voluntary positions
undertaken by senior pilots with in a club who have
extensive local knowledge and experience. SSOs and SOs
often provide assistance and advice to visiting and new
pilots to the sport and without their dedication I do not
believe the HGFA safety record would be as high as it is.
I am sometimes asked by SSOs and SOs what their
personal risk or potential liability is for damages that
could occur as a result of a decision they may make. The
underlying tenet is SSOs and SOs provide their opinion
or offer their assistance on a voluntary ‘member to
member’ basis and it is not professional advice. When
‘on the hill’ a SSO or SO may provide or offer their opinion
and it will be subject to, and be dependent on, a range
of unforeseeable factors, such as changing weather
conditions. It is one of the legal principles to establish
in a claim for damages that it was the advice given that
caused the damage was foreseeable at the time. Also,
renewing HGFA members sign a declaration each year
February | March 2012

that reflects sections of the HGFA
Constitution that, in as far as the
law can provide, limits ‘member to
member’ litigation.
Up to mid-way through 2011
SSOs were able to undertake tow
and powered endorsements (if they
were suitably endorsed); however,
gaining an endorsement required
the SSO to provide instruction to a
student to progress through a syllabus in a structured
and foreseeable manner. Arguably, instructing is a
higher risk activity and HGFA instructors have, and pay
for, their own Student Liability Insurance. The HGFA
insurance policy does not (currently) support a SSO
giving instruction and despite safe practices by many
experienced senior pilots at a club level for many years
in some cases, the endorsement practice had to cease.
Today there is no link between the advice or
opinion provided by a SSO (or for that matter a SO) and
instruction given to another member.
It is sometimes claimed by well intended and often
highly experienced SSOs that by removing the authority
to provide towing and powered endorsements, it limits
the capacity of some clubs to function. Often these
are clubs in remote areas where we, the HGFA, want to
encourage and grow our sport. Whilst I can appreciate
these comments, organisationally, to permit operations
that may be construed as instruction does not afford
protection to the HGFA safety structure and exposes
our most important and experienced volunteers to
unacceptable risk.
For the sake of a few endorsements, the HGFA
cannot expose our members
and our safety structure to
that sort of risk.
Finally, this does not in
any way affect SSOs and SOs
doing check flights, safety
briefings and issue rating
of higher certificates for
club members.

to develop an MoU, it has resulted in a far greater
understanding by both organisations of each other’s
challenges and similarities. Ironically perhaps, but Zane
Tully (Operations Manager RA-Aus) and I both agree
there is considerable worthwhile experiences and capabilities that can be shared into the future.
The MoU was submitted to CASA for the regulators
review before it will be returned to each organisation for
final internal assessment and approval. Whilst the focus
of this MoU is the standard for WSM/trike training, as
the HGFA moves to provide oversight for other CAO95.32
aircraft, the cooperative relationship with RA-Aus will
continue to grow. When the MoU is ratified by CASA,
the HGFA will need to review and update its current pilot
training workbook and syllabuses (assistance required).

Oxygen

When CASA amended and released CAO95.8 (April
2011) a welcome change was the authority given to
the HGFA to establish an approval process for the use
of supplementary oxygen above 10,000ft. For other
aviation sectors CASA had previously approved the use
of a nasal cannular oxygen supply system (CAO108.26)
and HGFA could go ahead and develop an oxygen
endorsement based on CAO108.26. The endorsement
is available for Advanced HG and PG pilots only, more
details to follow in Airwaves.
Many thanks to Barry Oliver and Brian Webb who
developed the training material and general information
to establish the endorsement.
John Olliff
<john.olliff@hgfa.asn.au> & 0417 644633

CAO 95.32

It has been the long held
view of CASA that HGFA and
RA-Aus had to agree to a
common flight training syllabus, common pilot exams
and a standard ‘Basic Aeronautical Knowledge’ syllabus. Under CAO95.32 both
the HGFA and RA-Aus are able
to provide regulatory oversight of weightshift microlights and for that reason
CASA required both organisations to ensure consistent
standards exist across each
organisation, agreed to in
the form of a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU)
between HGFA and RA-Aus.
As the regulator had
instructed HGFA and RA-Aus
SKYSAILOR
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All clubs and nominated Senior SOs and SOs

Please confirm all SSO and SO appointments with the HGFA Office
<office@hgfa.asn.au> to ensure that those holding these appointments
have it listed on the Membership Database and can receive notices and
correspondence as required. Appointment of these officers is required to
be endorsed by clubs in writing on the appropriate forms. Sometime in the
future if confirmation is not received, those listed in the database where
no current forms or confirmation is held, the appointment will be taken
as having expired.

HGFA

All correspondence,
including changes of
address, membership
renewals, short term
memberships, rating forms
and other administrative
matters should be sent to:

HGFA National Office
4a-60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC
3042, & 03 93367155, fax: 03 93367177,
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, [www.hgfa.asn.au].

HGFA Operations Manager
John Olliff & 0417 644633
<john.olliff@hgfa.asn.au>.

➲➲ For information about site ratings, sites
and other local matters, contact the appro
priate State associations, region or club.

Board Members 2011
Alex Jones <alex.jones@hgfa.asn.au>.
Brett Coupland <brett.coupland@hgfa.asn.au>.
Brian Webb <brian.webb@hgfa.asn.au>,
& 0417 530972.
Greg Lowry <greg.lowry@hgfa.asn.au>
& 0466 399850.
John Twomey <john.twomey@hgfa.asn.au>
& 03 93972612, 0419 357195.
Lee Scott <lee.scott@hgfa.asn.au>.
Matthew Fox <matthew.fox@hgfa.asn.au>.
Peter Allen <peter.allen@hgfa.asn.au>.

Regions & Special
Interest Groups
ACT Hang Gliding
& Paragliding Association

LPO Box 8339, ANU, Acton ACT
0200; [www.acthpa.org]. Pres:
Andrew Luton <andrewluton@
hotmail.com> 0404 254922; V-Pres: Nic
Welbourn <nic@corinbank.com> 0422 783
763; Trs: Alun Mills <almills@iinet.net.au>;
Sec: Stuart McElroy <stu_mack@yahoo.com>
0428 188625; Committee: Kari Roberson
<kari.roberson@customs.gov.au> 0402 460
659, John Waghorn <jonowaghorn@hotmail.
com> 0417 728495; Meetings: 1st Tue/month
7.30pm Canberra Labor Club, Weston Creek.

Hang Gliding Association of WA Inc.

PO Box 146, Midland, WA 6936 <hgawa@
hgfa.asn.au>. Pres: Peter South <ronway
south@yahoo.com.au>; V-Pres: Alex Jones
<aa.jones@bigpond.net.au>; Trs: Greg Lowry
<g.lowry@iinet.net.au>; Sec: Mirek Generowicz <mgenerow@optusnet.com.au>; Trs:
Colin Brown 0407 700378, <cobrown@big
pond.com>.

NSW Hang Gliding & Paragliding Association

PO Box 1238, Baulkham Hills NSW 1755,
<executive@nswhpa.org>. Pres: Bruce
Wynne <president@nswhpa.org>; V-Pres/
Public Officer: Nir Eshed <Vice-President@
nswhpa.org>; Sec: Paul Cox <Secretary@
nswhpa.org>; Trs: Graeme Cran <treasurer@
nswhpa.org>; Committee: Brett Coupland,
Tony Dennis, Ray Firth, Chris Clements, Ralf
Gittfried, Michael Roelens.

North Queensland State Association

PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881. Pres: Bob
Hayes 0438 710882 <flying@cairnshang
glidingclub. org>; V-Pres: Daniel Keech 0427
888893 <dkeech1@hotmail.com>; Sec/Trs:
Tracey Hayes, PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881,
0418 963796 <info@azurephotography.
com>; PG rep: Brett Collier 0431 151150.

Queensland Hang Gliding Association

Sun Nickerson <sun.nickerson@hgfa.asn.au>
& 0427 220764.

PO Box 61, Canungra QLD 4275. Pres: Kenneth
Hill 0418 188655 <ken@hanggliding
queensland.com>.

Committee: <committee@hgfa.asn.au>

South Australian HG/PG/ML Association
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SAHGA Inc, c/O PO Box 6260, Hallifax St,
Adelaide SA. All email: <sahga.exec@gmail.
com>. Pres: Stuart McClure 0428 100796;
Sec/Trs: Rob Woodward 0408 808436.

Tasmanian Hang Gliding
& Paragliding Association

[www.thpa.org.au]. Pres: Keith Wales 0407
516845, <giligan42@hotmail.co.uk>; V-Pres:
Anton Rosenzweig 0400 268667, <anton.
rosenzweig@gmail.com>; Sec/Trs: Rob Steane
0418 146137, <robsteane@netspace.
net.au>. Northern TAS info: Dave Luttrell
(Burnie PG pilot) 0447 911561, <northern@
thpa.net>.

Victorian Hang Gliding
& Paragliding Association

PO Box 157, Northcote VIC 3070, [www.
vhpa.org.au]. Pres: Phil Campbell 0438 428
569 <campbell.p@giant.net.au>; Sec: Nick
Abicare 0418 104506 <nick.abicare@gm.
com>; Trs: Stephen Leake 0409 553401
<sleak75@gmail.com>; SO: Kevin Grosser
0419 022225 <litespeedrs4@gmail.com>;
Sites: Mark Pike 0408 801356 <mark.
pike@baesystems.com>; Committee: Hugh
Alexander 0417 355578 <hughbert.skypig@
hotmail.com>, Jan Bennewitz 0423 139923
<Jan.Bennewitz@gmail.com>, Tony Hughes
0417 379847 <thughes@gordontafe.edu.
au>, Anthony Meechan 0407 163796 <meeks
65@yahoo.com.au>.

The Pico Club (National Paramotor Club)

[www.thepico.com.au]. Pres: Rick Clarke 0409
955089 <rclarke@gotalk.net.au>; V-Pres:
Jack Farrell; Sec: Jos Weemaes 0488
693788 <jweemaes@bordernet.com.au>;
Trs: Andrew McCarthy; PO: Jeff Hoffmann;
SO: Mike Forwood; Web: Andrew Shipley
<andrewshipley@netspace.net.au>.

Clubs

Could all clubs please ensure they maintain the correct and current details
of their Executive Committees and contacts here in the magazine. Specific
attention is directed to the listing of SSOs and SOs for the clubs.

States

Contacts

All clubs please check details in this section carefully

New South Wales
Blue Mountains Hang Gliding
Club Inc.

[bmhgc.blogspot.com] Pres: Kacper
Jankowski <KJankowski@ccia.
unsw.edu.au>; V-Pres: Gregor Forbes
0421 376680 <forbesy@virgin
broadband.com.au>; Sec: Alexander Drew
0423 696677 <revant01@yahoo.com.au>;
Trs: Allan Bush (HG SSO) <bethandallan@
bigpond.com>, 0407 814524; Comps: Mark
Stewart (PG SO) <artik_mark@yahoo.com.
au>, 0421 596345, Comp: 2nd & last Sunday
of each month. Meetings: Contact committee.

Central Coast Sky Surfers

PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261,
[www.centralcoastskysurfers.com]. Pres:
Rod Burke 0401 923923 <president@
centralcoastskysurfers.com>; V-Pres: Frank
Warwick 0409 468337; Sec: Geoff Bednal
<secretary@centralcoastskysurfers.com>;
Trs: Richard Waterfield 0414 652323
<treasurer@centralcoastskysurfers.com>,
SSOs: Javier Alvarez 0418 116681 <media@
centralcoastskysurfers.com>, John Harriott
0412 442705 <national-parks-liaison@
centralcoastskysurfers.com>. Meetings: 1st
Thu/month, 7:30pm, Erina Leagues Club, Ilya
Ave, Erina.

Dusty Demons Hang Gliding Club

6 Miago Court, Ngunnawal, ACT 2913. Pres:
Trent Brown 0427 557486, <Trent.Brown@
anu.edu.au>; Sec: Peter Dall 0428 813746,
<peter.dall@casa.com.au>; Trs: Michael Porter
0415 920444; SSO: Peter Dall 0428 813746.

East Oz Microlight Club Inc.

PO Box 27, Morpeth NSW 2321. Pres: Raymond
Sparkes 0433 917011; V-Pres: Andrew Swan
0421 204695; Sec: Jeanette Sparkes 0404
487802; Trs: Wayne Perry 0427 383803.

Hunter Skysailors Paragliding Club

Pres: Neil Bright 0412 689067 <tojofly@
primus.com.au>; V-Pres: Bob Lane 0422
744285 <bob.lane55@hotmail.com>; Sec:
Albert Hart 0421 647013 <albert.hart@
bigpond.com>; Trs: Joshua Ludwick; SSO: James
Thompson 0418 686199 <jamesfly@gmail.
com>. Meetings: Last Tue/month, 7pm, Hexham Bowling Club.

Illawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.

27a Paterson Rd, Coalcliff NSW 2508. Pres:
Frank Chetcuti 0418 252221 <chetcuti1
@bigpond.com>; Sec: John Parsons; SSO:
Tim Causer 0418 433665 <timcau@ozemail.
com.au>.

Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club

[www.homestead.com/kapc]; Pres: Michael
Porter 0415 920444 <Michael.Porter@ap.
jll.com>; V-Pres/SSO: James Ryrie 0417 491
150 <James@Micalago.com>; Sec: Mark Elston
0428 480820 <elston.mark@gmail.com>.

Lake Macquarie Flyers Club Inc.

Pres: Russell Harvey 0412 928598 <russell
harvey@optusnet.com.au>; V-Pres: Ebberhard Muller 0418 963526 <eddymuller11@
yahoo.com>; Sec: Darryl Gledden 0408
281454 <dgledden@bigpond.net.au>; Trs:
Murray Payne 0417 179742 <vpayne3@
bigpond.com>.

Manilla SkySailors Club Inc.

PO Box 1, Manilla NSW 2346, [www.mss.
org.au]. Pres/SSO (PG): Godfrey Wenness
02 67856545 <godfrey@flymanilla.com>,
V-Pres/Sec/Trs: Bob Smith 0428 317735
<bobskisan@gmail.com>, SSOs: Mark Russell
0457 417885 (HG), Willi Ewig 02 67697771
<skyranch@gmx.net> (WM), SO: Gaynor
Shoeman (PG).

Mid North Coast Hang Gliding
& Paragliding Club

Pres: Nigel Lelean 0419 442597; SSO: Lee
Scott 0429 844961.

Newcastle Hang Gliding Club

93 Wommara Ave, Belmont Nth NSW 2280;
[www.nhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Dawson Brown 0429
675475 <president@nhgc.asn.au>; V-Pres:
Gary Herman 0401 772289 <vicepresident@
nhgc.asn.au>; Sec: James Pallas <secretary@
nhgc.asn.au>; Trs: Allan McMillan 0400 637070
<treasurer@nhgc.asn.au>; SOs: Coastal – Tony
Barton 0412 607815, Inland – Scott Barrett
0425 847208, John O’Donohue 02 49549084,
PG – James Thompson 02 49468680; News
letter: David Stafford 02 49215832 <editor@
nhgc.asn.au>. Meetings: Last Wed/month
7:30pm South Newcastle RLC, Llewellyn St,
Merewether.

Northern Rivers Hang Gliding
& Paragliding Club

PO Box 126, Byron Bay NSW 2481; [www.
nrghpgc.net]. Pres: Andrew Polidano 0442
8666843 <andrew@poliglide.com>; V-Pres:
Brian Rushton 0427 615950 <byronair@
optusnet.com.au>; Sec: John Tyler 0431
441446 <jhontyler@hotmail.com>; Trs:
James McEwan 0437 368999 < nrhgpgc@
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gmail.com>; PR: Cedar Anderson 0429 070380
<cedaranderson@gmail.com>; Sites: Peter
Wagner 0431 120942, Col Rushton 0428
751379 <colin.rushton@bigpond.com>;
SSO (PG): Lindsay Wooten 0427 210993
<lindsaywootten@bigpond.com>; SSO (HG):
Andrew Polidano 0428 666843 <andrew@
poliglide.com>. Meetings: 2nd Fri/month,
7pm, Tyagarah airstrip south hangar.

Turner 0432 105906 <vicepresident@chgc.
asn.au>; Sec: Mark Kropp 0416 181915
<secretary@chgc.asn.au>; Trs: Hana Krajcova
0424 257381 <treasurer@chgc.asn.au>;
Executive: Greg Hollands 07 32534239 (w),
07 38448566 (h); Social Director: Wayne
Jater 0438 818707; SSO PG: Phil Hystek 0418
155317, 07 55434000 (h); Back-up: Brandon
O’Donnell 0416 089889.

Victoria

NSW Sky Hawks

Central Queensland Skyriders Club Inc.

’The Lagoons’ Comet River Rd, Comet QLD
4702. Pres: Alister Dixon (instructor) 0438
845119, <apdixon@bigpond.com>; Sec: James
Lowe 0418 963315, <j.lowe@cqu.edu.au>;
Trs: Adrienne Wall 07 49362699, <jaw12@
bigpond.com>; Events: Jon Wall 0427 177
237, <jonathon.a.wall@team.telstra.com>;
SSO: Bob Pizzey 0439 740187, 07 49387607.
Towing Biloela: Paul Barry 07 49922865,
<prbarry@tpg.com.au>.

PO Box 5278, South Melbourne VIC 3205 [www.
melbourne.vhpa.org.au]. Pres: Glenn Bachelor
0419 324730, <Hangliding@netspace.
net.au>; Sec: Peter Cass 0422 246326,
<P_J_Cass@yahoo.com.au>; Trs: Noel Bear
0425 801813, <Treasurer@mhgc.asn.au>;
SSO: Peter Holloway 0408 526805, <info@
freedomairsports.com.au>, Committee:
Jozsef Patyi, Merv Dannefaerd & David Moore.
Meetings: 3rd Wed/month, Tower Hotel, 686
Burwood Road, Hawthorn East VIC 3123.

Conondale Cross-Country Club

North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club

Pres: Brett Coupland 0409 162616 <brett@
ppgaustralia.com>; V-Pres: Tony Denis
0418 574068 <fly@trikefan.com>; Sec:
William Olive 0412 423133 <William.Olive@
hnehealth.nsw.gov.au>; Trs: John Jablonskis
0407 935785 <johnjj27@hotmail.com>.

Stanwell Park Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

PO Box 258 Helensburgh NSW 2508; Pres/
Trs: Peter Ffrench 0403 076149 <president
@flystanwell.com> <treasurer@flystanwell.
com>; Sec: Phillipe Gray Doyle 0414 919657
<secretary@flystanwell.com>; Committee:
Fred Smeaton 0402 808031 <skypilot105@
gmail.com>; SSO: Mark Mitsos 0408 864083,
<SSO@flystanwell.com>.

Sydney Hang Gliding Club

[www.flysydney.org], <shgc@live.com.au>.
Pres: Lynette Black <lynetteblack@hotmail.
com>; V-Pres: Vicki Cain <moyes@moyes.com.
au>; Sec: Bruce Wynne <bwynne@bigpond.
net.au>; Trs: John Selby <johnselby@idx.com.
au>; Web: Thea O’Conor. Meetings: Juniors@
the Junction, Anzac Pde, Maroubra, 8pm 3rd
Wed/month.

Sydney Paragliding & Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 840, Mona Vale NSW 2103 [www.
flysydney.org]. Pres: Peter Rundle 0417 684
313 <sf27mz@gmail.com>; V-Pres: Brett
Coupland 0409 162616, <brett@whirlwind.
com.au>; Sec: Kirsten Seeto <kirsten.flys@
gmail.com>; Trs: Nico Hundling 0488 096418
<nicohundling@gmail.com>; Social Sec: Shanta
Wallace 0416 938227 <shanta@noworrieshq.com>; SSO: Sandy Thomson 0419 250220
<sandythomson1@bigpond.com>; Information: Rory Angus 0421 769765 <rory.angus
@stockland.com.au>; Committee: Hume
Winzar 0408 190321 <winzar@gmail.com>,
David Holmes 0408 366505 <ny_studios@
hotmail.com>. Meeting: Harbord Bowling Club,
Bennett St, Freshwater, 7pm 1st Tue/month
(except January).

Queensland
Caboolture Microlight Club

50 Oak Place, Mackenzie QLD 4156. Pres:
Derek Tremain 07 33957563, <derekjo@gil.
com.au>; Sec: John Cresswell 07 34203254,
<crezzi@lineone.net>; SO: Graham Roberts
07 32676662, <trike@tpg.com.au>.

Cairns Hang Gliding Club

<flying@cairnshangglidingclub.org>, [www.
cairnshangglidingclub.org]. Pres: Bob Hayes
0438 710882; V-Pres: Brett Collier 0431
151150; Sec: Tracey Hayes 0418 963796; Trs:
Daniel Keech 0427 888893; Committee: Brod
Osborne, Joe Reese & Uwe Peter.

Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.

PO Box 41, Canungra QLD 4275; [www.chgc.
asn.au]. Pres: Dave Staver 0409 435953
<president@chgc.asn.au>; V-Pres: Jason
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[www.conondaleflyers.asn.au/] Pres: Denis
Davis 0428 130375; V-Pres: Paul Underwood
0407 177793; Sec: Andrew Dobinson
<andrewdobinson@gmail.com>; Trs: Steve
Stocker 0411 226733.

Dalby Hang Gliding Club

17 Mizzen St, Manly West QLD 4179. Pres:
Daron Hodder 0431 240610, <daron@aclad.
com.au>; Sec/Trs: Annie Crerar 0418 711821,
<annie.bruce@bigpond.com>; SSO: Jason Reid
0424 293922, <jasonr@gleda.com.au>.

Fly Killarney Inc.

Pres/SSO: Lindsay Wootten 0427 210993,
<lindsaywootten@bigpond.com>; V-Pres:
Dave Gibbs 0429 775554, <davegibbsuphi@
yahoo.com.au>; Sec: Paul McCullough
<plrmcc@yahoo.com.au>; Trs: Sonya Fardell,
0415 156256, <s.fardell@uq.edu.au>.

Paradise Flyers Inc.

Pres: Ben Darke 0418 753220 <ben@water
bed.com.au>; Sec: Brett Paull 0435 203153
<101airbourne@gmail.com>; Trs: Grant Cassar
07 33327535 <grantcassar@iinet.net.au>.

Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 227, Rainbow Beach QLD 4581;
<intheair@ozemail.com.au>. Pres: Geoffrey
Cole 0408 420808, 07 5455 4661; V-Pres
& SSO (HG): David Cookman 0427 498753;
V-Pres (PG): Tex Beck 0407 238017; Trs:
Gary Allen 0417 756878; Sec: Janine Krauchi
<jkrauchi@rainbowshores.com.au>; (HG):
David Cookman 0427 498573, 07 54498573;
SSO (PG): Jean-Luc Lejaille 0418 754157,
07 54863048.

Wicked Wings Toowoomba HG & PG Club

Pres: Peter Schwenderling 0427 461347
<swendo1@bigpond.net.au>; Trs: David Toal
0431 335184 <david@shamrockaviation.
com.au>, Sec: Sonya Fardell 0415 156256,
<s.fardell@uq.edu.au>.

Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club

Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen 07 49552913, fax:
07 49555122, <sitework@bigpond.net.au>.

Northern Territory
Alice Springs Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club

<dynasoarers@gmail.com>; Pres: Peter
Hannah; SSO: Rob van der Klooster 0408
335559, Jan Bennewitz 0423 139923.
Meetings: 1st Fri/month, venue see [www.
dynasoarers.vhpa.org.au].

Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.

Pres: John Chapman 0412 159472 <chappo
252@hotmail.com>; Sec: Bill Oates 0466
440049 <secretary@nevhgc.net>; Trs/M/
ship: Greg Javis 0407 047797; Committee:
Barb Scott 0408 844224, Bill Brooks 0409
411791; SSO: Karl Texler 0428 385144;
Meetings: [www.nevhgc.net/].

Skyhigh Paragliding Club

[www.skyhighparagliding.org];
Pres:
tba; V-Pres: Alister Johnson <vp@
skyhighparagliding.org.au> 0418 323692;
Trs: Julie Sheard <tres@skyhighparagliding.
org.au> 0425 717944; Sec: Phil Lyng <sec@
skyhighparagliding.org.au> 0421 135894;
M’ship: Ron Campbell <mem@skyhighpara
gliding.org.au> 0438 749685; Nov Rep:
Steve McCulloch <nov@skyhighparagliding.
org.au> 0409 743190; Web: Frank Adler
<wm@skyhighparagliding.org.au> 0408
264615; Safety: Alister Johnson <so@
skyhighparagliding.org.au> 0418 323692;
Com-mittee: Dario Marini. Meetings: 1st Wed/
month 7:30pm Retreat Hotel, 226 Nicholson
St, Abbotsford. No meeting in Nov or Jan.

Southern Microlight Club

[www.southernmicrolightclub.com.au]. Pres:
Ken Jelleff <president@southernmicrolight
club.com.au>; V-Pres: Gary Wheeler <jilgar
@netspace.net.au>; Sec: Kel Glare <secretary
@southernmicrolightclub.com.au>; Trs: Dean
Marriott <treasurer@southernmicrolightclub.
com.au>; Editor: Kel Glare <secretary@
southernmicrolightclub.com.au>; Web: Steve
Bell <webmaster@southernmicrolightclub.
com.au>.

Southern Microlight Club of Victoria

Pres: Ken Jelleff <kenJ@jelfor.com.au>;
V-Pres: Gary Wheeler <jilgar@netspace.net.
au>; Sec/Ed: Chris Bullen; Trs: Dean Marriott
<dean@ultimate.net.au>; Web: Steve Bell
<sbell@ampfp.com.au>.

Victorian Air Hogs

[http://groupspaces.com/AirHogs], Forum:
[http://skypirates.freeforums.org/]. Club
for WSM, PPG & PHG pilots. Contact: Bohdan
Philippa <bohdan392@gmail.com>.

Western Victorian Hang GIiding Club

PO Box 92, Beaufort VIC 3373, [www.wvhgc.
org]. Pres: Phillip Campbell 0438 428569,
<campbell.p@giant.net.au>; V-Pres: Greg
Beglehole 0419 889153, <greg@heating
andcooling.com.au>; Sec: Anthony Meechan
0407 163796 <meeks65@yahoo.com.
au>; Trs: Richard Carstairs 0409 066860,
<rcarstairs@optushome.com.au>; SSO:
Rohan Holtkamp 0408 678734 <rohan@
dynamicflight.com.au>. Meetings: Last Sat/
month, The Golden Age Hotel, Beaufort, 7pm.

Western Australia
Albany Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

SSO: Simon Shuttleworth 0427 950556;
Sec: John Middleweek 08 98412096, fax:
08 98412096.

Cloudbase Paragliding Club Inc.

Secretary, 12 Hillside Crs, Maylands WA 6051.
Pres: Colin Brown 0407 700378 <cobrown@
bigpond.com>; V-Pres: Eric Metrot 0407 003
059 <tromes@bigpond.com>; Trs: Colin Brown
0407 700378 <cobrown@bigpond.com>;
Committee: Shelly Heinrich 0428 935462
<shellheinrich@hotmail.com>, Rod Merigan
0439 967971 <rmerigan@q-net.net.au>,
Clive Salvidge 0402 240038 <clive@iinet.net.
au>, Julien Menager 0423 829346 <Julien.
me@gmail.com>; SOs: John Carman, Nigel
Sparg, Colin Brown, Mark Wild. Meetings: Last
Tues/month, 7:30pm, Osborne Park Bowling
Club, Park St, Tuart Hill.

Goldfields Dust Devils Inc.

[www.dustdevils.itaustralia.org]. Kalgoorlie:
Pres: Toby Houldsworth <drogue@bigpond.
com>, 0428 739956; Trs/SSO: Murray Wood
<muzel71@bigpond.net.au>, 08 90215771;
Sec/SO: Richard Breyley <richard.breyley@
matsa.com.au>, 0417 986896. Perth: SSO:
Mark Stokoe <Mark.Stokoe@health.wa.gov.
au>, 0414 932461.

Hill Flyers Club Inc.

<hillflyers@tpg.com.au>. Pres/SSO: Rick
Williams 0427 057961; Sec/SSO: Gary
Bennet 0412 611680; SSO: Gavin Nicholls
0417 690386, Mike Ipkendanz 08 92551397,
Dave Longman 08 93859469. Meetings held
on site during club fly-ins at York, Toodyay.

WA Sky Pirates (PPG)

Pres: Stephen Galvin 0419 936400
<galvy1@iinet.net.au>; Sec: Steve Mathews
<steveppg@gmail.com>.

Western Microlight Club Inc.

Pres: Brian Watts 0407 552362; V-Pres:
Keith Mell 08 97971269; Sec: Paul Coffey
0428 504285; CFI: Brendan Watts: 0408
949004.

Western Soarers

PO Box 483, Mt Hawthorn WA 6915; [www.
westernsoarers.com]. Pres: Michael Duffy
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; V-Pres: Jason Kath
<jkath@bigpond.net.au>; Sec: Cyril Eliopulos
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; Trs: Greg Lowry <g.
lowry@iinet.net.au>; SSOs: Shaun Wallace,
Gavin Nicholls, Matty Coull, Rick Williams,
Michael Duffy. Meetings: See [http://au.
groups.yahoo.com/group/western_soarers/].

Pres: Ricky Jones 0406 098354, <redcentre
paragliding@yahoo.com>, contact for paramotoring, PG ridge soaring & thermal flying.
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Victoria

New South Wales

Queensland

Western Australia
Australia Wide Services
Certified Paraglider
Repairer

PARAGLIDING CENTRE
We are based in Bright, NE Victoria, widely renowned as
Australia’s best flying region. Bright has been host to
numerous Australian & international competitions.
Feel confident that you are learning with the best, our CFI
Fred Gungl (six times Australian Paragliding Champion)
has been involved in paragliding since 1990 & instructing
for over 10 years.

Testing & Repairs

Courses

➲➲ Introductory & HGFA licence course
➲➲ Thermal & XC clinics for all levels
➲➲ SIV courses
➲➲ Tow courses
➲➲ XC tandem flights
➲➲ Equipment Sales

Rainbow Paragliding•APCO Australia
Offering the full range of APCO equipment
APCO Aviation three years/250 hours warranty
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique
in the industry. Customer service and 100% satisfaction
guarantee. Test centre for APCO gliders

We are now conducting SIV courses.

See website for details.
Dealer for all major glider manufacturers, Charly reserves,
Insider helmets & various accessories.

[www.apcoaviation.com]
APCO Australia and PWC winner
of the Serial Class 2000

Active Flight
Fred Gungl, ph: 0428 854455
[www.activeflight.com.au]

Paragliding and Paramotoring

➲➲Established since 1996, Rainbow Paragliding is based on
the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland. The school has access
to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate in the Cooloola
National Park including Teewah and world famous Rain
bow Beach. In the Sunshine State, we fly all year round,
60km cross-country flights have been achieved in winter!
➲➲FULL LICENCE COURSE – Strictly only four students per
instructor, for quality personalised tuition at your own
pace, between eight to 10 days.
➲➲REFRESHER COURSE – Groundhandling, top landing or
asymmetric recovery techniques: Come learn with the
experts.
➲➲INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR
ENDORSEMENT – We have the sites, the weather and the
knowledge.
➲➲SALES AND SERVICES – New and second-hand, trade-in,
maintenance and repairs.
➲➲YOUR INSTRUCTORS: Jean-Luc Lejaille, CFI and senior
safety officer, paramotor pioneer (first licence issue
in Australia), over 5000 student days’ experience,
instructing since 1995.

`` Try our two-day FREE introductory
courses, tell your friends!

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192
Rainbow Paragliding – APCO Australia

New South Wales
HIGH ADVENTURE

established 1988

Paragliding

Why come to north-east Victoria
to learn with Eagle School?
➲➲ Apart from being fortunate enough to have the most
consistently reliable weather for training in Australia…
➲➲ Australia’s longest running Microlight school.
➲➲ Our person centred approach means that we value
feedback and individually tailor our training methods to
suit the student’s needs.
➲➲ We specialise in remedial training when you get stuck in
your present learning environment.
➲➲ We are interested in seeing you achieve your goals and
make your dreams a reality.
➲➲ You will receive ongoing support after
your licence
➲➲ We aim to shape you into a safe and confident pilot by
encouraging you to challenge yourself
in a safe and supportive environment.
➲➲ If you are already a Hang Glider, Paraglider or Glider pilot
you’ll learn for half price!
We look forward to assisting you to master a new set of skills
which will take you to new heights in every respect.
No pressure sales! Buy in your own time!
Feel free to contact us, we are happy to chat with you.

Stephen Ruffels CFI

16 Hargreaves Road, Bright, 3741
03 57501174 or 0428 570168, <fly@eagleschool.com.au>

Look up our website:

Specialising in:
`` Paraglider pilot to Paramotor
pilot conversions

PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4581

Ph: 07 5486 3048 – 0418 754 157
Email: <info@paraglidingrainbow.com>
[www.paraglidingrainbow.com]

`` Our office and pilot accommodation at
North Haven Beach from $25 per night
`` Mountain bikes and surfboards supplied
Learn in a holiday atmosphere!
Only three hours north of Sydney!
Australia’s biggest distributor
of Paragliding and Paramotoring products,
all online at the best prices. See our
website for more details

(0429) 844 961

[www.eagleschool.com.au]

➲➲ Comprehensive testing
and repairs to
all paragliders
➲➲ Fully equipped service
and repair agents for:
Advance, Aerodyne, Airwave, Bio-Air, Gin, Gradient,
Mac Para, Niviuk, Nova, Ozone, Paratech, Sky,
Skywalk, Swing, UP
➲➲ Full written report
➲➲ Harness repair and modifications
➲➲ Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
➲➲ Parachute repacking
➲➲ Orders taken from anywhere in Australia, New
Zealand and Asia
➲➲ Prompt turnaround

Professional Paragliding

➲➲ Tandem Introductory Flights
➲➲ Paragliding Courses and Certifications
➲➲ Pilot Development Clinics
➲➲ Free Introduction course
➲➲ Tandem Endorsements
➲➲ Sales and Service

Paragliding Repair Centre
93 Princess Ave, Torndirrup, Albany WA 6330

Mob: 0417 776550
Email: <fly@waparagliding.com>
Web: [www.waparagliding.com]
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Dealer for Swing Icom Bräuniger Icaro
Adventure Plus Paragliding Pty Ltd
Stanwell Park, Sydney Ph: 0412271404
<fly@adventureplusparagliding.com.au>
[www.adventureplusparagliding.com.au]

Download our’Learn to Fly’ brochure for what’s involved, plus costs.
Peter Ffrench on a Sigma 8 at Stanwell Park, NSW
Photo: Tony Sandeberg
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Classifieds

Classifieds are free of charge to HGFA members up to a maximum of 40 words. One classified per person per
issue will be accepted. Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office for membership verification/payment by
email <office@hgfa.asn.au>, fax: 03 93362177 or post: 4a/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC 3042. The deadline is the 1st of the month, one month prior to publication date. Submitted classifieds will run for one issue. For consecutive publication, re-submission of the classified must be made, no advance bookings. When submitting a classified, remember to include your contact details (for prospective buyers), your HGFA membership number (for verifi
cation) and the State under which you would like the classified placed. (Note that the above does not apply to com
mercial operators. Instructors may place multiple classified entries, but will be charged at usual advertising rates.)
Advertising Guidelines

All aircraft should be suitable for the intended use; this includes the skill level required for the specific aircraft being
reflective of the pilot’s actual rating and experience. All members must adhere to the maintenance requirements as
contained in Section 9 of the Operations Manual and as provided by manufacturers. Secondhand equipment should
always be inspected by an independent person, an Instructor wherever possible. Advice should be sought as to the
condition, airworthiness and suitability of the aircraft. It should include examination of maintenance logs for the
aircraft. It is unethical and a legally volatile situation for individuals to provide aircraft which are unsuitable for the
skill level of the pilot, or aircraft that are unairworthy in any way.

Hang Gliders & Equipment
New South Wales

Sting 2 154 XC, excellent condition. 34 hrs use mainly inland.
Red/blue US. Located in Newcastle area. $2350. Contact:
Ricky & 0429 328579 or <ricky.evans@bigpond.com>.

South Australia

Airborne C4 14, white with blue stripe, streamline control
frame, 200 hrs, all new bottom rigging 50 hrs ago. Good
condition, $2300, with two spare DTs. Sweet handling glider,
flew over 300km on this baby a couple of weeks ago. Bargain!
Contact: Paul Kelley & 0428 693554 or view glider here:
[http://vimeo.com/16805188].

donate towards a good cause. Any condition whatsoever is
fine, so don’t hold back even if it’s very faded or has frayed
webbing as it will not be used to fly with. I need a few
different styles so the more the better. I will pay for postage
or arrange pick up if practical. Contact: Bohdan & 0417
341367 or <bohdan392@gmail.com>.

Microlights & Equipment
New South Wales

Queensland

Sonic 165, current model, around 80 hrs (mostly towing
comps), aerodynamic DTs, PX-20 Mylar leading edge, wheels
with hubs fixed to baseball, Bottle Green stripe, on white sail,
situated in Gold Coast Hinterland Qld, YouTube ref: K1D2V3H.
Contact: Keith <k.howells@hotmail.com>.

Victoria

Vario (Wedgie, total energy) & reserve parachute, has never
been thrown or been in the sun, will need a repack. Vario $225.
Reserve $250 or both $425. Contact: John & 0438 544945 or
<greenwanderer@gmail.com>.

Paragliders & Equipment
New South Wales

Nova Mentor XXS, colour Royal, certified 60-80kg (DHV 1-2)/
80-100kg (DHV 2-3), 150 hrs, good condition, $1200 plus
postage. Contact: Lin & 0488 422214 or <zeonleung@
gmail.com>.

Victoria

Pegasus Quantum Q2 wing 1994 T2-2753. New sail from UK,
special loading rack & tie down for ute or trailer, four-blade
Brolga prop, pitch gauge aluminium poweder doated wing
rack, loading winch, intercom, radio, helmet & books. Zero
hrs on sail, 463 hrs on base, 582cc Rotax, all in excellent
condition, $23,000. Contact: Kerry & 02 66869195 or 0428
869195 – will deliver anywhere in Australia.

General Equipment
Kangook.com
The latest range of Kangook paramotors, Dudek Reflex
paragliders, trikes, flight decks, spares & your reserve
parachute equipment all on our website for your inspection
with prices. Contact: Ben & 0418 753220.

Poliglide

Concertina Bag

Two aircrafts in one: Paramotor quad & WSM custom
fibreglass & Kevlar ‘monocoque’ ‘Quad-Pod’. Superior
stability, option of tandem in paraglider mode. 32hp MZ34,
dual spark, 201 exhaust, three-blade ultraprop, reluctant
sale, $9500, includes delta wing. Contact: Bohdan & 0417
341367 or <bohdan392@gmail.com>.
Wyndham, WA
Photo: Stephen Galvon
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WANTED: Your old harnesses. Please let me know if you have
any old, pre-loved free flying PG harnesses kicking about in
your garage/flying cupboard that are just taking up usable
space and you’d be happy to part with cheaply or kindly

PARA SUPPLY / Cocoon3 concertina bag,
PARA SUPPLY / Cocoon3 concertina bag,
PARA SUPPLY / Cocoon3 concertina bag,
PARA SUPPLY / Cocoon3 concertina bag,
www.parasupply.com

Press To Talk System

PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys,
PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys,
PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys,
www.parasupply.com
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